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1. Introduction
After the discovery of high-temperature superconductors by Bednorz and Mu¨ller in the
year 1986 [1] and the subsequent increase of transition temperatures great hopes arose
to find a material that exhibits superconductivity at room temperature. The possible
applications of superconductors are manifold as they exhibit almost no electrical resistiv-
ity. For example, virtually loss free transport of electrical energy, more efficient electrical
generators, motors and transformers or ultra-strong magnets can be constructed with
superconductors.
However, these hopes have not yet been fulfilled, as today the highest transition tem-
perature of a superconductor at ambient pressure is TC = 135K (-138
◦C) [2]. But they
still offer the advantage, that liquid nitrogen (77K) can be used as cooling medium for
high temperature superconductors. This allows for a far more efficient and more feasible
cooling than with liquid Helium (4K), that is used for cooling low temperature super-
conductors.
Though superconductivity is not only limited by temperature but also by the density
of the electric current flow and by magnetic fields. Especially high temperature super-
conductors possess a low critical current density JC . This is attributed on the one hand
to the movement of magnetic vortexes and on the other hand to the large anisotropy
of JC for this class of materials. The problem of magnetic vortex movement can be
solved by the incorporation of pinning centers, e.g. particles. Whereas the problem of
anisotropic JC can be reduced with the coated conductor approach (see Section 1.1).
9
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For this approach substrates with a very pronounced texture are used as templates for
the epitaxial growth of a superconductor layer. The sharper the texture of the substrate
the higher will be the JC of the final coated conductor.
In recent years the increased desire for energy efficiency led to a higher interest in the
application of high temperature superconductors. Several pilot projects have already
demonstrated the higher efficiency of electrical motors and generators with coated con-
ductors, even taking into account the cooling losses [3; 4]. Another advantage beside
increased efficiency is the possible reduction of volume and weight of motors and gen-
erators by a factor of 3-4. This makes coated conductors very interesting for mobile or
remote applications, e.g. wind power generators or ship engines.
A big bottleneck for such applications is still the availability of sufficient quantities of
coated conductor bands. The aim of the project ”‘SupraMetall”’, in whose frame this
work was generated, is to decrease this shortage by enabling the big scale production
of coated conductors in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia. This project was
financially supported by the Fond for Regional Development of the European Union and
co-financed by the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia within its program ”Re-
gionale Wettbewerbsfa¨higkeit und Bescha¨ftigung”. Two industrial and three academic
partners cooperated in the framework of this project. Coated conductor substrates were
produced by VDM1 and the coating processes were done by Deutsche Nanoschicht2.
The aim of this work is to optimize the texture development of the substrate material
Ni-5at.%W and to gain a deeper insight in the effects of the involved thermomechanical
processes. Therefore, a wide range of experiments was conducted to investigate the tex-
ture development during cold rolling, recrystallization and grain growth. Furthermore,
models of these processes have been applied to enable a through process texture simu-
lation of the whole process chain.
The outline of this work is as follows:
1now Outokumpu VDM, formerly ThyssenKrupp VDM
2formerly Zenergy Power
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In the first Chapter 1 an introduction into the topic is given. The concept and the
structure of coated conductors are described and the desired material properties of tex-
tured substrates for coated conductors are listed and compared with the properties of
the investigated Ni-5at.%W alloy.
In Chapter 2 a short introduction into texture analysis is given. This is followed by a
description of the thermomechanical processes involved in the texture development, i.e.
cold rolling, recrystallization and grain growth, including abnormal grain growth and
the formation of annealing twins.
Chapter 3 presents and summarizes the experimental results obtained in this work. The
applied experimental techniques and the used experimental setups are briefly described.
This is followed by a determination of mechanical properties of Ni-5at.%W. In the main
part of this chapter the texture and microstructure development is studied experimen-
tally, discriminated again in the three processes cold rolling, recrystallization and grain
growth.
Simulations of these three processes are presented in Chapter 4. The employed simula-
tion models are introduced and the obtained results are discussed and compared to the
experimental data.
The results of the two previous chapters are discussed in Chapter 5 with a focus on the
optimization and development of the Cube texture. At the end of the chapter optimized
process parameters to achieve a sharp Cube texture in Ni-5at.%W are given.
Finally Chapter 6 summarizes the obtained results of this work.
1.1. Coated Conductors
Most high temperature superconductors that already found their way into application
have a perovskite crystal structure (Figure 1.1a). In this class of materials super currents
are confined to the CuO2 layers of the crystal unit cell, which leads to a highly anisotropic
conduction behavior [6]. YBCO is the most prominent member of this class known as
11
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1.: (a) Unit cell of YBCO, taken from Ref. [5]. (b) Critical current density of
YBCO bicrystals for different grain boundary angles, taken from Ref. [6]
cuprate high temperate superconductors and it is commonly used in coated conductors.
YBCO single crystals exhibit a high critical current density parallel to the CuO2 layers
but not in any other direction.
For the production of long cables for electrical applications single crystals of many meters
length would have to be grown, which is not feasible. Whereas polycrystals consist out
of many single crystals, i.e. grains with different orientations. The intersecting grain
boundaries act as weak links for the current transport, or more exact as Josephson
junctions [7]. Figure 1.1b shows the exponential decrease of the critical current density
of YBCO bicrystals with increasing misorientation between the two crystals. But for
a grain boundary angle of less than 4-5◦ the critical current density is virtually the
same as in single crystals. The effect of grain misorientation on JC has been determined
empirically as [8]:
JC(θ) = JC(0) · exp(−(θ − θ0)/θ1) for θ > 4◦
12
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and
JC(θ) = JC(0) for θ < 4
◦,
where θ0 = 4
◦ and θ1 = 2.4◦. Therefore a YBCO polycrystal with a grain bound-
ary network with sufficiently small average misorientation exhibits the same conductive
properties as a single crystal but could be produced in arbitrary lengths.
In a first approach a grain alignment of the superconductor, i.e. texturing, was achieved
with the powder in tube technique. With this technique silver tubes are filled with
a powder of the superconductor and subsequently drawn and tempered [9]. A major
drawback of this technique is the high cost of the silver tube but also the critical current
density is not as high as for the newer coated conductor approaches. These newer ap-
proaches use a flat substrate which is coated with the superconductor and the alignment
of the grains occurs during the coating process. Two different approaches to produce
coated conductors exist nowadays, RABiTSTM and IBAD.
Rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates (RABiTSTM) can be used as templates for
the epitaxial growth of superconductors [10]. In a first step one or more buffer layers
are deposited on to the substrate and copy its texture. Buffer layers are necessary to
reduce the lattice mismatch between the superconductor and the substrate and also
to prevent diffusion of substrate atoms into the superconductor. In a second step the
superconductor is deposited on top of the buffer layers and copies again the texture.
Finally, the superconductor consists for the most part out of grains with small misalign-
ment between each other. The thickness of the buffer layers is typically ≈0.5µm and the
thickness of the superconductor layer ≈1-2µm. This layer structure of substrate, buffer
and superconductor is named coated conductor, a scheme of a typical structure displays
Figure 1.2.
With ion beam assisted deposition Ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) the buffer layer
is not aligned with the help of a substrate but due to the impact of an ion beam during
vacuum deposition. For a certain incident angle of the ion beam only buffer grains with
13
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Figure 1.2.: Scheme of a coated conductor with RABiTSTM, taken from Ref. [5].
a defined orientation can grow successfully on the substrate [11]. Variants of this tech-
nique include deposition of aligned seed layers or tilt of the substrate to enhance growth
of grains with the same orientation. An advantage of the RABiTSTM technique is that
also chemical solution deposition (CSD) of the buffer and superconductor layers can be
applied. This allows omitting the slow and demanding vacuum deposition and enables
a more economic production, although with a slightly lower critical current density [12].
1.2. Ni-5at.%W as Textured Substrate
Many different substrate materials have been investigated for a possible application in
the RABiTSTM technique. The desired material properties are:
Texture A strong texture is essential to serve as a template for the buffer and super-
conductor layers.
Temperature stability The deposition processes involve temperatures around 1000◦C.
Therefore, the final microstructure of the substrate has to be stable at such tem-
peratures.
Lattice constant For epitaxial growth of the buffer and superconductor layers the misfit
14
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of the crystal lattice constants has to be small.
Mechanical strength The substrate has to serve as the basic structure of the coated
conductor since the deposited layers are only 1-2µm thick. In addition, the strong
texture can only be achieved with a high degree of deformation. The substrates are
thus rather thin (≈100µm) but still have to possess sufficient mechanical strength.
Smooth surface To achieve good epitaxial growth on the substrate a smooth surface
is necessary. Thermal grooving of grain boundaries should thus not be very pro-
nounced.
Low ferromagnetism Especially in alternating current (AC) applications of coated con-
ductors hysteresis losses in the substrate may occur. These losses not only increase
the electric resistivity of the conductor but also dissipate heat which increases the
cooling losses.
Price and availability Last but not least for a big scale production, the price of the raw
materials has to be low enough to allow for an economic production. Connected
to this, the materials have to be available in sufficient amounts on the free market.
In numerous studies Ni alloys have proven to fulfill most of these requirements [13;
14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22]. Especially Ni-5at.%W has been in the focus of
many investigations and can be considered as the most applied substrate material for
RABiTSTM.
The material properties of Ni-5at.%W, in respect to the list above, are:
Texture After sufficient cold rolling and annealing a very sharp Cube texture develops
[18].
Temperature stability The final annealing of Ni-5at.%W is done at temperatures of
≈ 1000◦C and the microstructure can thereafter be considered stable at such
15
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3.: (a) Binary phase diagram of Ni and W, taken from Ref. [23], (b) AFM
image of annealed Ni-5at.%W after mechanical and electropolishing. The
efficiency of electropolishing depends on the grain orientation and caused
different height levels.
temperatures. One effect that can still occur is abnormal grain growth, which is
discussed in Section 3.5.1.
Lattice constant The lattice constant of the most common buffer layer, La2Zr2O7
(LZO), is aLZO = 10.79A˚ [24]. On Ni-5at.%W LZO grows rotated by 45
◦ so
that one unit cell covers four Ni-5at.%W unit cells (aNiW = 3.54A˚ determined by
x-ray diffraction (XRD)). Thus the lattice mismatch is δ = aLZO
2
√
2·aNiW − 1 = 7.1%
and thus rather high but epitaxial growth is still observed experimentally [25].
Mechanical strength The Young’s ModulusE = 128GPa and the yield stress σY (0.2%) =
257MPa of finally processed Ni-5at.%W at 77K are sufficient for coated conductor
applications [14].
Smooth surface After electropolishing a sufficiently low root mean square roughness of
20nm was measured with atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 1.3b).
Low ferromagnetism The magnetization of Ni-5at.%W at 77K is M ≈ 24 emu/g [17],
which is about half the magnetization of pure Ni (53 emu/g [26]), and thus the
16
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hysteresis loss is also halved. However, this loss is still too high for most AC
applications.
Price and availability The current raw material price of Ni-5at.%W is comparable to
that of Cu. But the typical current density in a Cu wire is ≈500A/cm2 whereas
coated conductors can carry up to 1-2MA/cm2. Taking into account that the
superconductor layer has only 1-2% of the total thickness of the coated conductor,
the current density of the whole band is still 30-60 times higher than in copper.
The phase diagram of Ni and W in Figure 1.3a shows that up to 12at.%W can be dis-
solved in Ni. With increasing W content the transition temperature of the ferromagnetic
state, the Curie temperature TC , drops steadily. For more than 9.75at.%W TC is be-
low 77K, the boiling point of liquid nitrogen and the possible operation temperature of
the coated conductor [27]. Hence, Ni with 5at.%W is still ferromagnetic which reduces
its suitability for AC applications but for higher W contents the texture quality was
observed to decrease [20]. A better understanding of the texture development of the
NiW system may allow for higher W contents with still sufficiently strong texture. First
studies in this direction using composite materials and powder metallurgy routes have
already been made [28; 29].
17

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. A Short Introduction to Texture Analysis
Here only a brief introduction into the main aspects of crystallographic texture is given.
Special emphasis is paid to the texture of face centered cubic (fcc) crystals. For further
information References [30] and [31] are recommended.
Metals are generally composed of small crystallites, i.e. grains, and are therefore called
polycrystals. Each of these grains has a different orientation compared to its nearest
neighbor with respect to a whole sample of the material. The orientation of a grain can
be described by a rotation that brings the crystal coordinate system in coincidence with
the sample coordinate system. For the crystal coordinate system in cubic crystals the
three orthonormal lattice vectors [100],[010] and [001] are an evident choice. The sample
coordinate system is not so obviously defined and it is commonly chosen according to the
process history of the sample. For rolled sheet materials often the rolling direction (RD),
the transverse direction (TD) and the normal direction (ND) of the sheet plane are used
as an orthonormal coordinate system.
For the rotation of the crystal coordinate system into the sample coordinate system the
symmetry of the crystal has to be taken into account. Cubic crystal symmetries offer
24 different ways to perform such a rotation due to the high number of possible symme-
try operations. Therefore, to each rotation exist 23 symmetrical equivalent ones. The
symmetry can be even higher if sample symmetry is also taken into account. For rolled
19
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Figure 2.1.: Bunge convention of Euler angles for the rotation of the sample coordinate
system into the crystal coordinate system. The change of the TD axis is not
shown to improve clarity.
samples discrimination between the positive and negative RD, TD and ND is often not
possible. This leads to three additional mirror planes on the RD, TD, and ND axes
and to orthorhombic sample symmetry. With this additional symmetry each rotation
has 95 symmetrical equivalent rotations. A rotation together with all its symmetrically
equivalent rotations defines an orientation.
All thermomechanical processes can have an influence on grain orientations of a poly-
crystal. Often many grains will have similar orientations. The distribution of these
orientations is called texture. A polycrystal exhibits a sharp texture if a major fraction
of its volume is occupied by grains with similar orientations and it exhibits a random
texture if the grain orientations are distributed randomly. The sharper the texture,
the closer the properties of a polycrystal will be to those of a single crystal. Many
material properties like elasticity, conductivity, magnetization etc. are anisotropic in a
single crystal and hence also in a polycrystal with a sharp texture. In many cases this
anisotropy is an undesired effect, e.g. for metal forming random textures are desired.
But also very sharp textures are of technological importance, e.g. textured steel sheets
for electrical transformers can reduce magnetic hysteresis losses or textured substrates
20
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for high temperature superconductors, which are investigated in this work. An example
of the effect of texture on elastic anisotropy is given in Chapter 3.2.
Many different conventions for the description of crystallographic orientations exist, e.g.
Euler angles, Miller indices, quaternions, Rodrigues vectors etc. Throughout this work
Euler angles in the Bunge convention are used. In this convention three different ro-
tations are applied to rotate the crystal coordinate system into the sample coordinate
system. First, a rotation by an angle of φ1 about ND is done, then a second rotation
by an angle of Φ about the new axis RD’ and finally a third rotation by an angle of φ2
about the new axis ND’ (see Figure 2.1). The Bunge convention is also known as ’ZXZ’
convention.
For a complete description off all grain orientations g = (φ1,Φ, φ2) of a polycrystal the
orientation density function (ODF) f(g) is applied. The ODF describes the probabil-
ity that a volume element of the polycrystal has a certain orientation and therefore∫
g
f(g)dg = 1. Due to this normalization the ODF values are multiples of a random
texture distribution, which would have the value 1 for any orientation.
To visualize the three dimensional ODF two dimensional sections in φ2- (fcc) or φ1-
direction for body centered cubic (bcc) crystals are plotted with iso-intensity lines. For
cubic crystal symmetry and orthorhombic sample symmetry a reduced orientation space,
or Euler space, of 0◦ ≤ φ1,Φ, φ2 ≤ 90◦ contains all possible orientations. Actually, the
orientation space could be even smaller since the 60◦〈111〉 symmetry axes are not taken
into account. But a further reduction would lead to a complex shaped Euler space. The
price that has to be paid for this simplification is, that every orientation will appear
three times in an ODF plot. For triclinic (i.e. without) sample symmetry the range of
Euler space is 0◦ ≤ Φ, φ2 ≤ 90◦ and 0◦ ≤ φ1 ≤ 360◦. In Figure 2.2 an ODF plot of a
φ1 = 59
◦,Φ = 36.7◦, φ2 = 63.4◦ texture is shown. This texture is also called S texture
and typically develops in fcc metals with medium to high stacking fault energy during
cold rolling. In the three dimensional plot of the complete orthorhombic ODF the S
21
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Figure 2.2.: Different plots of an unimodal ODF consisting out of S texture
(59◦, 36.7◦, 63.4◦) with a 10◦ spread about the ideal orientation. (a) As
3D plot, (b) in φ2-sections and with orthorhombic sample symmetry. A
red square marks the position of the S orientation. (c) In φ2-sections and
with triclinic sample symmetry. (d) As (c) but also the multiplicity of the
S orientation is considered.
orientation appears three times because of the aforementioned incomplete reduction of
the Euler space. Also in the φ2-sections of the orthorhombic ODF each orientations
appears three times. In each φ2-section the x-axis corresponds to φ1 and the y-axis to
Φ.
In the triclinic ODF (Figure 2.2a) the orientation triple is also visible, but in the range
of 0◦ ≤ φ1 ≤ 90◦ the triclinic ODF clearly differs from the orthorhombic one and the
maximum intensity (as multiple of a random distribution) has doubled. These dif-
ferences occur because of the multiplicity of orientations [31]. For cubic crystal and
23
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orthorhombic sample symmetry the multiplicity of an orientation is always 96. But with
triclinic sample symmetry some specially symmetric orientations are transformed back
onto themselves by the cubic symmetry operations. This leads to different multiplicities
of M =96, 48, or 24 equivalent orientations. A highly symmetric orientation like the
Cube orientation (φ1 = 0
◦,Φ = 0◦, φ2 = 0◦) has a multiplicity of 96 and will thus appear
with a four times higher intensity in the ODF compared to a general orientation with a
multiplicity of 24. To compensate this effect 96
M
equivalent orientations have to be taken
into account. In Figure 2.2b the multiplicity has been applied to the triclinic ODF and
it is thus equal to the orthorhombic ODF in the range of 0◦ ≤ φ1,Φ, φ2 ≤ 90◦. It should
be noted, that also the maximum intensity is now equal in this area for both ODFs.
From an ODF several useful values to quantify the texture can be derived:
Volume fraction The volume fraction V (gi) of an orientation gi is the integral of an
ODF f(g) around this orientation within a defined spread, typically 10-15◦:
V (gi) =
∫
∠(g,gi)<10◦
f(g)dg
Multiplicity of orientations has to be considered to derive equivalent volume frac-
tions for different sample symmetries.
Texture index: The texture index (TI) is a measure for the sharpness of a texture, it
is 1 for a random texture and increases with increasing texture sharpness. Math-
ematically it is the L2-norm of the ODF:
TI =
∫
f(g)2dg
It depends on the crystal and sample symmetry and can only be compared for
textures with identical symmetries.
Entropy: The entropy e of an ODF is its statistical degree of order. A sharp texture
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Orientation Euler angles [◦] Miller indices
φ1 Φ φ2 {hkl} 〈uvw〉
Cube 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Cube-ND22 22 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Cube-ND45 45 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
Cube-RD22 0 22 0 0 2 5 1 0 0
Cube-TD22 90 22 0 0 2 5 0 5¯ 2
Goss 0 45 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
Copper 90 35 45 1 1 2 1¯ 1¯ 1
Dillamore/Talyor 90 27.2 45 4 4 11 11 11 8
S 59 36.7 63.4 2 1 3 3¯ 6¯ 4
R 59.7 35.8 56.3 3 2 5 3¯ 8¯ 5
Brass 35 45 0 0 1 1 2 1¯ 1
Table 2.1.: Typical texture components in fcc metals of medium to high stacking fault
energy. The Miller indices are taken from Reference [31].
has thus a small entropy:
e = −
∫
f(g) ln f(g)dg
As for the texture index, also the entropy depends on the crystal and sample
symmetry and can only be compared for textures with identical symmetries.
In fcc metals several special orientations occur frequently in experimental textures. The
important orientations for this work are summarized in Table 2.1. Since they develop
during cold rolling and recrystallization they will be discussed further in Chapters 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, respectively. To visualize all orientations of interest for fcc metals the ODF
sections for φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦ are normally sufficient.
Besides special orientations also orientation fibers often develop. Such a texture fiber
consists of a line or curve in Euler space that is strongly populated by grain orientations.
Texture fibers develop most prominently during deformation and the deposition of thin
films. Typical texture fibers of fcc metals are listed in Table 2.2 and an example of a fcc
β-fiber, which often develops at high degrees of cold rolling, is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3.: 3D-ODF of a Ni-5at.%W sheet after cold rolling to a thickness reduction of
98% displaying a β-fiber texture.
Fiber Axis Euler angles [◦]
φ1 Φ φ2
α 〈110〉 ‖ ND 0-90 45 0
β 〈110〉∠60◦ RD 0-90 35-54.7 45
γ 〈111〉 ‖ ND 60-90 54.7 45
RD-rotated Cube 〈100〉 ‖ RD 0 0-45 0
TD-rotated Cube 〈100〉 ‖ TD 90 0-45 0
ND-rotated Cube 〈100〉 ‖ ND 0-45 90 90
Table 2.2.: Typical texture fibers of fcc metals of medium to high stacking fault energy
[30; 32].
Another important visualization of textures are pole figures, especially as they can be
directly measured with diffraction techniques. The diffracted intensities of a certain
crystal lattice plane can be distributed on a unit sphere centered around the diffracting
crystal. Usually only one hemisphere can be measured, since the diffracted intensities
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Figure 2.4.: (a) {100} and (b) {111} pole figure of an ideal Cube texture.
to the other hemisphere are absorbed by the sample. With a stereographic projection
the intensities are projected to the equatorial plane of the unit sphere. A pole figure is
hence the stereographic projection of the probability that a certain lattice plane normal
points in a certain direction.
By normalizing the intensity with the surface of the unit sphere (= 4π) the relative pole
density can be given as multiples of a random orientation distribution. In Figure 2.4 two
examples of unimodal {100} and {111} pole figure are given. The family of {100} planes
consists out of six equivalent planes (100), (010), (001), (1¯00), (01¯0) and (001¯), which are
just the six sides of the cubic unit cell. For the {111} family eight equivalent planes exist,
i.e. the multiplicity is eight. The number of all poles on both hemispheres of the unit
sphere is equal to the multiplicity of the diffracting lattice plane. Thus, the intensity of
a pole is inversely proportional to the multiplicity of its lattice plane. The ratio of the
maximum intensities in Figure 2.4 is therefore equal to the ratio of the multiplicities of
the {100} and {111} planes, i.e. 6/8.
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2.2. Thermomechanical Processes
The texture formation in Ni-5at.%W is governed by three thermomechanical processes:
cold rolling, recrystallization and grain growth. Also hot rolling is applied to reduce the
thickness of the initial slab. But the resulting texture is nearly random and therefore this
process is not discussed here. Connected to the growth of grains are the phenomena of
annealing twin formation and abnormal grain growth which will be discussed in separate
sections.
2.2.1. Cold Rolling
Cold rolling is one of the most important processes in metal forming. Metal sheets are
drawn back and forth between two rotating rolls. The gap between the rolls is smaller
than the sheet thickness and the resulting strain state is plane strain compression:
ǫ =


ǫ 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −ǫ

 (2.1)
This corresponds to tensile deformation in x-direction (RD) and compression in z-
direction (ND) without any lateral expansion. Often deviations of this ideal strain
state exist, e.g. lateral expansion or shear may occur.
The plastic deformation of metals takes place by the movement of dislocations. If the
applied stress is high enough dislocations will move on crystallographic glide systems,
what leads to a shape change of the crystal in accordance with the applied stress. In fcc
crystals the glide, or slip, plane is the close packed {111} plane and the glide, or slip,
direction is 〈110〉. Taking into account crystal symmetry 12 different slip systems exist
in fcc crystals. Von Mises demonstrated that at least five slip systems are necessary to
allow an arbitrary shape change of a cubic crystal [33]. The shear stress τ that acts on
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dislocations in a certain glide system depends on the orientation of a crystal as shown
by Schmid [34]:
τ = σm⊗ n, (2.2)
where σ is the tensile stress, m the slip plane and n the slip direction.
In a polycrystal glide is not simply activated on the system with the highest τ since this
would lead to the formation of voids. Instead a compromise between the shape change
of neighbored crystals will be established. After Taylor the set m of all glide systems
will be activated which requires least energy A for the plastic deformation [35]:
A(m) = τ0
n=n5∑
n=n1
∣∣γ(m)n ∣∣ = min . (2.3)
where n1 to n5 are permutations of five out of all possible glide systems and γ
m
n is the
amount of slip in the glide system n. With the Taylor approach the rotations of grains
caused by dislocation movement, i.e. the texture development, during deformation can
be adequately described [36].
During deformation additional dislocations are generated and act as obstacles for disloca-
tion movement what results in work hardening of the material. If the dislocation density
becomes so large that dislocation movement is virtually suppressed, other deformation
mechanisms like mechanical twinning or shear banding can occur. The magnitude of
these other deformation mechanisms depends on the necessary energy to form stacking
faults γSF .
Common inhomogeneities of deformed microstructures are:
Transition bands Due to the ambiguity of Eq. (2.3) different slip systems can be acti-
vated in the same grain. The different rotations lead to a orientation spread inside
a grain.
Subgrains Metals with medium to high stacking fault energy form cell structures where
thick dislocation walls surround regions with a low density of statistical disloca-
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tions. These subgrains play an important role in the nucleation of new grains
during recrystallization.
Deformation twins By lattice shearing a part of a grain can flip into a twin orientation
in which it shares a mirror plane with the parent grain. The coherent twin bound-
ary has a very low energy and mobility and can act as an obstacle for dislocation
glide.
Shear bands When strong deformation obstacles develop during deformation non-crys-
tallographic slip on other planes than {111} (fcc) can occur. In materials with
low stacking fault energies these obstacles are twin-matrix lamellae which already
develop at early stages of deformation. For medium to high stacking fault energy
materials the obstacles are formed by dislocation walls and cell blocks at later
stages of deformation [37]. Because of the non-crystallographic slip shear band
formation strongly affects the texture development. Shear bands are often inclined
by 35◦ to RD and are supposed to interfere with the nucleation of Cube grains
during recrystallization [38].
Grain fragmentation By severe plastic deformation grains may fragment into smaller
parts, especially if the initial grain size was rather large. The orientation of the
grain fragments can diverge further during subsequent deformation.
In fcc metals two main texture types develop during cold rolling:
Copper or Pure Metal type This texture is favored by medium to high stacking fault
fcc metals (like Copper) and consists out of Copper, S and Brass orientations dis-
tributed along the β-fiber. The formation of a Copper type texture is related to the
formation of subcells during deformation [39]. For details about ideal orientations
and fibers see Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Brass or Alloy type In fcc metals with low stacking fault energy (like Brass) a texture
out of the ideal orientations Brass and Goss develops along the α-fiber. Since
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Figure 2.5.: {111} pole figures of a Copper type (a) and an Alloy type (b) rolling textures.
the stacking fault energy can be strongly decreased by alloying the term Alloy
type is used. Mechanical twinning is enhanced by a low stacking fault energy as
less cross-slip occurs and higher stress levels are reached during deformation [40].
It is assumed, that the generation of new orientations by twinning leads to the
development of alloy type rolling textures [40]. For details about ideal orientations
and fibers see Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
An example of both texture types is given in Figure 2.5. If the ratio of volume fractions
calculated from the ODF is
VCopper + VS > 2 · VBrass (2.4)
the rolling texture is considered to be of the Copper type and else of the Alloy type [41].
The stacking fault energy is not the only parameter influencing this texture transition but
also the work hardening behavior, shear banding and grain fragmentation can contribute
[42].
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2.2.2. Recrystallization
When highly deformed metals are subjected to high temperatures (≈ 0.5TM) new strain
free grains appear and consume the deformed microstructure until finally a new and
virtually strain free microstructure has been formed. This process is called recrystalliza-
tion as this new microstructure consists in most cases out of spherical and homogeneous
grains and resembles the microstructure after crystallization from the melt.
Another resemblance is, that both processes can be described by a nucleation and growth
phase of grains. The free energy change ∆GN caused by the formation of a nucleus is the
sum of the energy gain from the reduction of dislocation density ∆gdis and the surface
energy γ necessary to form a boundary area:
∆GN = −4
3
πr3∆gdis + 4πr
2γ, (2.5)
where r is the radius of the nucleus. The maximum of ∆GN defines the critical radius
r0 of a nucleus. With a larger radius than r0 a nucleus will grow, with a smaller radius
it will disappear:
∆GN
dr
= 0 = −4πr2∆gdis + 8πrγ ⇒ r0 = 2γ
∆gdis
(2.6)
If one assumes, that the nucleus is free of dislocations then ∆gdis is the energy density
of dislocations [43]:
∆gdis = ρ · Edis = ρ · Gb
2
2
, (2.7)
where ρ is the dislocation density, G the shear modulus and b the Burgers vector. For
the critical radius follows
r0 =
γ
ρGb2
. (2.8)
Assuming a dislocation density of ρ ≈ 1015m−2 the critical radius in Ni-5at.%W can be
estimated as r0 ≈ 0.2µm.
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If nuclei are formed by thermal fluctuations than their nucleation rate N˙ is
N˙ ∝ exp
(−∆GN(r0)
kTR
)
. (2.9)
where TR is the recrystallization temperature. From Eqs. (2.5)-(2.9) follows N˙ ≈ 01
and hence nucleation by thermal fluctuations is not possible. A nucleus thus has to be
already pre-existent in the deformed microstructure. Beside the size, or thermodynamic,
instability criteria for a successful nucleus two more instability criteria must be fulfilled:
Mechanical instability A driving force has to act on the boundary of a nucleus to move
it. The large difference in dislocation density between a nucleus and its surrounding
can be considered as the main driving force.
Kinetic instability The boundary has to be mobile to allow a nuclei to grow. Generally,
high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) with a misorientation of Θ > 15◦ exhibit
a much higher mobility than low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) [44]. Hence, a
nucleus must be surrounded by HAGBs. This is the most crucial step during nu-
cleation and it can be accomplished by several different mechanisms, e.g. subgrain
growth or coalescence or due to inhomogeneities in the deformed microstructure.
Subgrains can form by recovery processes, i.e. the thermally activated movement and
polygonization of dislocations. By these processes the dislocation density will decrease
and the material softens again after prior work hardening. Recovery precedes recrystal-
lization and can also compete with it. Especially in materials with high stacking fault
energy recovery is pronounced and in some cases the dislocation density is reduced so
much that recrystallization is inhibited. A criterion to distinguish these two processes
is the movement of HAGBs, which occurs only during recrystallization.
The kinetic of recrystallization can be described quantitatively with the Johnson-Mehl-
1For example for Ni-5at.%W N˙ ≈ 10−30400614 ≈ 0
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Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation:
X = 1− exp
{
−
(
t
tR
)q}
(2.10)
where X is the recrystallized fraction, tR the recrystallization time and q the Avrami
exponent. If the growth of the nuclei proceeds in three dimensions the Avrami exponent
should be q = 3. If the nuclei are not pre-existent and are formed at a rate of N · t, the
Avrami exponent increases to q = 4. For the derivation of Eq. (2.10) a constant driving
force and a simultaneous nucleation of all nuclei (site saturation) were assumed. Several
experiments have shown that these assumptions are often not satisfied [45; 46; 47]. A
change in growth rate can occur if nuclei form orientation clusters like nucleation bands.
During their growth they will frequently encounter similar orientated regions towards
which they have a low mobility LAGB. Thus, their further growth is hindered, this
effect is known as orientation pinning [46]. Also the driving force may change during
recrystallization if simultaneous recovery processes occur and reduce the dislocation
density [45].
Since recrystallization is a thermally activated process tR is proportional to
tR ∝ exp
(
QA
kT
)
, (2.11)
where QA is the apparent activation energy of recrystallization. QA consists out of the
activation energies for nucleation QN˙ and grain boundary motion QV . If QN˙ and QV
differ, then the recrystallized grain size will depend on the annealing temperature [43].
The texture after recrystallization has often no resemblance to the deformation texture.
To explain this texture change two main theories exist, oriented nucleation and oriented
growth [48]:
Oriented nucleation Some orientations form nuclei with a higher rate and therefore
these orientations dominate the recrystallization texture. The higher rate of nu-
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cleation is often attributed to a faster recovery which precedes recrystallization or
a lower dislocation density after deformation. If oriented nucleation occurs, the
number of grains αx with high nucleation rate in the recrystallized microstructure
has to be much larger than the number of grains αr expected from a isotropic
nucleation rate of all orientations [49]:
α = αx/αr ≫ 1 (2.12)
Oriented growth Nuclei with a highly mobile grain boundary will have a growth ad-
vantage over other nuclei. In fcc metals boundaries with 40◦〈111〉 (Σ7,±10◦) mis-
orientation have a much higher mobility than random HAGBs [50; 51]. If oriented
growth occurs the size of grains dx whose nuclei had or have a Σ7 boundary must
be much larger than the grain size dr of random nuclei [49]:
β = dx/dr ≫ 1 (2.13)
The recrystallization phenomena described above is also called primary static recrystal-
lization to differentiate it from other related effects. For example dynamic recrystalliza-
tion occurs during deformation at high temperatures, secondary recrystallization, i.e.
abnormal grain growth, is discussed in section 2.2.4 as well as tertiary recrystallization
which both are grain growth effects.
Cube texture formation The formation of Cube recrystallization texture has been of
great interest since several decades. It is the main texture component of cold
rolled fcc metals with medium to high stacking fault energy after recrystallization,
although it is nearly absent in the cold rolling texture. Oriented nucleation and
oriented growth can both be applied to explain the occurrence of the Cube recrys-
tallization texture.
As the Cube orientation has a boundary close to the highly mobile 40◦〈111〉 bound-
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ary with the prominent S rolling texture component, oriented growth could explain
the Cube recrystallization texture [52]. But in several experiments a dominating
contribution of oriented nucleation [46; 53; 54] was observed and also with simula-
tions it was not possible to explain the Cube texture formation solely by oriented
growth [55].
Grains with Cube orientation are often found to nucleate from pre-existent Cube
deformation bands with a much higher frequency than other orientations [56]. One
possible reason for the higher nucleation rate of the Cube orientation may be the
lower stored energy after deformation in the form of dislocations. The Taylor fac-
tor is the sum of the inverse Schmid factors of each slip system and it correlates
with the stored dislocation density [57]. For rolling deformation the Taylor factor
can be calculated to be lowest for the Cube orientation and largest for the Copper
and S orientations [58]. This energy difference facilitates Cube nucleation as it
increases the thermodynamic and mechanical instability.
In Cube transition bands large misorientation gradients are generated during rolling.
These gradients are larger than for any other orientation and are supposed to be
also responsible for the fast recrystallization kinetic of Cube grains [59; 60].
Another explanation for a higher nucleation rate can be a faster recovery of the
Cube orientation prior to recrystallization. Ridha and Hutchinson [61] stated that
during plane strain compression only two orthogonal slip systems are active in
Cube grains and thus no stable dislocation networks are formed. A thermally
activated redistribution of dislocations during recovery can proceed easier if the
dislocations are not bound in such networks.
Further information about recrystallization can be found for example in References [43]
and [62].
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2.2.3. Grain Growth
After cold rolling and recrystallization, grain growth is the third important process in
the texture development of Ni-5at.%W. Annealing at higher temperatures after recrys-
tallization leads to a coarsening of the microstructure, i.e. grain growth. The velocity v
of grain boundary motion connected with this growth is given by
v = m · p, (2.14)
where m is the grain boundary mobility and p the pressure that acts on the grain
boundary, i.e. the driving force. A wide range of possible driving forces can cause grain
boundary motion. In the case of thermal annealing the reduction of the dislocation den-
sity or grain surface area are the most important cases. A fully recrystallized material
has a low and isotropic dislocation density and therefore the reduction of grain surface
area is the main driving force for grain growth after recrystallization.
The mobility of grain boundaries depends on their misorientation θ, beside several other
factors like the inclination of the boundary or if it has a twist or tilt character. LAGBs
with θ < 15◦ are generally much slower than HAGBs with θ > 15◦. These two types
of grain boundaries exhibit a different structure: While LAGBs can be described by
an discrete array of interacting dislocations, such a model is not applicable to HAGBs.
Because of this structural difference also the surface energies γ of low angle and high
angle boundaries differs. For HAGBs γ is higher and basically independent of the mis-
orientation angle, while γ increases for LAGBs with increasing misorientation angle [63]:
γLAGB =
Gb2
4π(1− ν) ·
(
θ
b
· ln 1
θ
+
1
2
)
, (2.15)
where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The energy of a HAGB can also be estimated from
Eq. (2.15) as γHAGB ≈ γLAGB(Θ = 15◦). Nowadays more sophisticated atomistic
simulations are used to determine grain boundary energies, e.g. for Ni see References
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[64; 65]. Nevertheless, Eq. (2.15) can give a good approximation of grain boundary
energies for random high and low angle boundaries.
Special boundaries with a specific crystallographic structure can exhibit much lower grain
boundary energies γ than expected by Eq. (2.15), especially coherent twin boundaries
[65].
The grain boundary surface is a deviation of the thermodynamic equilibrium of a crystal
and therefore a reduction of surface area will reduce the total energy of the crystal. Due
to the equilibrium of surface tensions at the edges of three adjacent grains, i.e. at triple
lines, grain boundaries tend to meet in an angle of 120◦. In this case the total boundary
area will be minimal and all three boundaries are straight. The driving force to reach
such a configuration equals the force on the curved surface O of a sphere with radius R
[43]:
p = γ · dO/dR
dV/dR
= γ · 8πRdR
4πR2dR
=
2γ
R
=
2γκ
α
, (2.16)
where κ is the grain boundary curvature. κ is generally by a factor of α = 5−10 smaller
than 1/R [43]. In all further calculations a mean factor of α = 7.5 has been applied.
If all grain boundary angles in a two dimensional structure would have the ideal angle
of 120◦, then each grain would have exactly six neighbors. The von Neumann-Mullins
equation relates the growth rate of a grain surface dA/dt to the number n of its nearest
neighbors [66]:
dA
dt
= mγ
π
3
(n− 6) (2.17)
Hence, large grains with more than six neighbors will grow while small ones with less
neighbors will shrink.
From Eq. (2.17) follows that A ∝ t and hence for the mean grain diameter d¯ ∝ √A ∝
t0.5, as in the classical growth law
(d¯)1/n − (d¯0)1/n = K exp(−QV
kT
) · t, (2.18)
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where d¯0 is the initial mean grain diameter, QV the activation energy of grain growth,
n the grain growth exponent and K a constant. Only in pure metals and close to the
melting temperature the theoretical value of n = 0.5 is experimentally observed [67].
2.2.4. Abnormal Grain Growth
During grain growth eventually some grains grow abnormally large at the expense of
the surrounding matrix grains. The result is a bimodal size distribution of small and
large grains or, if all matrix grains have been consumed, a new microstructure with
a much larger grain size. As abnormal grain growth (AGG) consists of a nucleation
and growth phase it resembles recrystallization and is therefore also called secondary
recrystallization.
The driving force of AGG is the reduction of grain boundary area and thus the grain
boundary are per unit volume:
p =
6/2d2γ
d3
=
3γ
d¯
(2.19)
Here the grains are assumed to have a cubic shape and that each face of a grain belongs
to two adjacent grains. This driving force is about one order of magnitude larger than the
driving force for normal grain growth after Eq. (2.16). AGG hence proceeds much faster
than normal grain growth once it is thermally activated. In metals with pronounced
textures the grains of the main matrix component are separated by low mobility LAGBs,
whereas the minor texture components have mobile HAGB with the matrix grains. If
a AGG nucleus reaches a critical size it can thus grow fast and consumes the matrix
grains. To ensure a sharp Cube texture AGG has therefore to be avoided.
If grains grow larger than one dimension of the sample, e.g. the sheet thickness h,
differences of the free surface energy become important. When the free surface energy
γS of a grain is smaller than those of its neighbors the energy difference ∆γS acts as an
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additional driving force:
p =
2∆γS
h
(2.20)
Grain growth caused by different free surface energies is also known as tertiary recrys-
tallization.
2.2.5. Annealing Twins
The normal stacking sequence of crystal planes in fcc crystals is A-B-C-A-B-C-. . . . Dur-
ing grain boundary motion a growth error may occur and break this sequence into
A-B-A-B-C-A. . . and an annealing twin is formed. With respect to their crystallogra-
phy twins in fcc metals have a 60◦〈111〉 boundary with their parent grains. If this 60◦
misorientation is copied during epitaxial growth of a coated conductor it constitutes an
obstacle for the superconductive current flow and will thus reduce the performance of a
band fabricated from this material.
A good description of the influence of different parameters like annealing temperature,
grain size, stacking fault energy etc. on the density of annealing twins can be achieved
with the model of Gleiter [68]. In this model it is assumed, that annealing twins in fcc
metals arise from growth faults on the close packed {111}-planes. During grain bound-
ary motion, atoms of the shrinking grain become attached to the growing grain. If, by
chance, the normal stacking sequence is broken a twin is formed. Based on nucleation
theory Gleiter [68] concluded that the annealing twin density ρ is proportional to:
ρ ∝ exp
(
σz [QV − kT ln (∆G0/kT )]
[kTσz − (πkTǫ2h2/ (QV − kT ln (∆G0/kT )))]
)
(2.21)
where σz is the energy of a coherent twin boundary, i.e. σz ≈ γSF/2, since a stacking
fault corresponds to monoatomic twin layer. Other material parameters in Eq. (2.21)
are QV the activation energy for grain boundary motion, k the Boltzmann constant, T
the absolute temperature, ∆G0 the difference in the Gibbs free energy density between
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a growing and a shrinking grain, i.e. the driving force for grain boundary motion from
Eq. (2.16), h the height of a cylindrical twin nucleus, i.e. the distance of {111}-planes,
and ǫ the lateral surface energy of a twin nucleus, i.e. of the incoherent twin boundary
(≃ γGB/2 [68], with γGB energy of a random high angle grain boundary).
Other theoretical approaches relate the twin density to the grain size. The theory of
Pande et al. predicts the annealing twin density to change with the mean grain size [69]:
ρ =
C
d
ln(
d
d0
) (2.22)
Where d0 is the initial grain size and C is a constant.
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3.1. Methods
3.1.1. X-Ray Diffraction
A Bruker D8 Advance x-ray diffractometer was used for XRD texture measurements
(see Figure 3.1). This diffractometer was equipped with a HiSTARTM multi-wire x-ray
area detector which enabled faster and more accurate measurements compared to more
common point detectors. With the wide angular coverage of the area detector it was
possible to measure two pole figures simultaneously. And only three to four different
tilt positions of the sample stage were necessary to measure incomplete pole figures up
to a polar angle of ≈ 80◦. For the rotation of the sample stage step sizes of 5◦ and 2◦
(azimuthal resolution of the pole figures) were used.
To improve the measurement speed a low detector resolution of 512x512 pixels was cho-
sen, since this resolution is still more than sufficient for texture measurements. During
the measurement the sample stage was set to oscillate in the diffraction plane. The
x-ray beam was hence diffracted by a larger number of grains and the statistic of the
measurement was increased. All measurements were conducted with a 0.5mm pinhole
collimator which resulted in a circular x-ray spot with a diameter of ≈ 2mm when the
sample surface was parallel to the diffraction plane. The total area investigated on each
sample including oscillation and x-ray spot size was thus about 5× 5mm2.
Each frame was corrected for sample absorption effects caused by different incident and
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Figure 3.1.: Bruker D8 Advance x-ray diffractometer at the Institut fu¨r Metallkunde
und Metallpyhsik. A heating stage with graphite dome is mounted on the
Eulerian cradle.
accident angles of the x-rays (for details see Reference [70]). For each Bragg reflex
the individual low and high angle background intensity was averaged and subtracted.
With Co-Kα radiation (λ = 1.79A˚) a total of four incomplete pole figures of the {111},
{200},{220} and {311} lattice planes were measured and used as input for ODF calcu-
lations.
Some samples were also measured with an older x-ray diffractometer with point detector
since the D8 Advance diffractometer was not set up for texture measurements when the
first measurements for this work were performed. This older diffractometer could also
perform a sample oscillation to improve measurement statistics, but the scanned sample
area was with ≈ 240mm2 much larger. The used radiation was also Co-Kα, but the
{311} pole figure could not be measured with this diffractometer because of technical
limitations.
With a point detector only the intensity maximum of a Bragg reflex was used to mea-
sure a pole figure, what makes two additional corrections necessary. First, the x-ray
background on one side of the reflex had to be measured separately and was subtracted
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from the peak intensity.
Second, the defocussing of the x-ray beam at high sample tilt angles lead to broadening
and hence a decrease of peak intensity. To correct this effect a powder sample with a
random texture was measured with identical parameters (integration time, diffraction
angle, etc.). The measured intensities at high tilt angles could then be corrected by
division with the intensities from the powder sample.
All texture calculations were done with the Matlab c© toolbox MTEX1. The MTEX al-
gorithm utilizes spherical harmonic functions in a more general approach for the ODF
approximation than the conventional Bunge method [71]. With this approach MTEX is
capable to calculate ODFs of very sharp textures and for irregular pole figure measure-
ment grids like those used with the Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer [72].
A comparison of experimental pole figures and those recalculated with MTEX showed
that their difference was minimal for an ODF resolution of 3.5◦ with a de la Valle´e-
Poussion kernel function, which were therefore used in all further texture calculations
to ensure comparability.
If not stated otherwise, a spread of 10◦ around an ideal orientation was used to calculate
its volume fraction. As with the commonly used spread of 15◦ the integration volumes
would overlap, especially between the rolling texture components Brass, S and Copper.
Small misalignments of the specimens during mounting were difficult to avoid. But they
were corrected by rotating the raw pole figure data slightly (< 5◦) around ND to achieve
proper alignment with the pole figure mirror axes.
3.1.2. Electron Backscatter Diffraction
In recent years electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) has become an essential tool of
materials investigation. EBSD offers the possibility to attain microstructure and -texture
information simultaneously with resolutions of ≈ 50nm (spatial) and ≈ 1◦ (angular)2.
1Available for free at http://code.google.com/p/mtex/
2State of the art high resolution EBSD allows significantly higher spatial and angular resolutions
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2.: (a) Kikuchi pattern from an EBSD measurement of Ni-5at.%W. (b) Inverse
pole figure (IPF) color coding of orientations in EBSD maps.
With this microtexture information investigations of grain neighborhood relations and
many other microstructural features are possible.
EBSD is based on the analysis of inelastically backscattered electrons in a scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM). These electrons act as a polychromatic electron source inside
the specimen and they are diffracted according to Bragg’s law by the crystal lattice. As
the interaction volume is generally much smaller than the grain volume the diffraction
resembles that of single crystals. Diffraction cones form with an apex angle of 180◦− θB
(Kossel cones). The Bragg angle θB is very small because of the short electron wave-
lengths. Hence, the Kossel cones form slightly curved lines in the diffraction plane, the so
called Kikuchi lines. Always a doublet of a bright and a dark Kikuchi line is generated.
As one half of the electrons are diffracted towards the sample surface (bright line) and
the other half are diffracted away from the surface (dark line). Together the Kikuchi
lines form a highly symmetric pattern whose structure depends on the orientation of the
diffracting crystal (Figure 3.2a). For EBSD measurements the electron beam is moved
in a regular grid over the sample and the Kikuchi lines of each grid point are recorded
with a detector consisting of a fluorescent screen and a photomultiplier.
The penetration depth of electrons in metals is in the range of nanometers, what makes
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careful surface preparation important. Here all samples were electropolished with the
same method explained in section 3.1.3.
All measurements were conducted with a JEOL 1540 SEM equipped with a Nordlys
EBSD detector. To increase the gain of backscattered electrons the specimens were
tilted by 70◦ relative to the incident electron beam. The Kikuchi patterns were auto-
matically indexed and evaluated with the HKL Flamenco software.
One drawback of EBSD is that it covers only a small area of a sample and that it deliv-
ers only information close to the surface due to the low penetration depth of electrons.
These limitations can lead to a relatively small number of measured grains. About 1000
grains are necessary to describe a texture with sufficient accuracy [73]. Especially EBSD
on highly deformed samples is challenging, since the lattice distortions caused by the
high dislocation density blur the Kikuchi patterns and lead to low indexing.
Evaluation of EBSD data was performed with the same MTEX toolbox used for XRD
texture measurements. This allowed a direct comparison between XRD and EBSD tex-
ture measurements. For grain determination from EBSD data a Voronoi decomposition
was applied with a threshold misorientation angle that defines if a grain boundary ex-
ists between two grid points [74]. This threshold angle was set accordingly so, that a
spatial plot of the contrast of the Kikuchi patterns coincided with the calculated grain
boundaries. Further corrections to the data were applied to sort out incomplete grains
on the borders of the scanned area, grains that consisted of less than five data points
and grains composed of more than 50% not indexed measurement points.
To visualize different orientations in EBSD maps many different color codes are avail-
able. In this work inverse pole figure (IPF) color coding was applied (Figure 3.2b). The
IPF color coding gives a direct relation between directions in the crystal coordinate sys-
tem and a certain axis in the sample coordinate system (usually RD).
If not stated otherwise all EBSD maps are measured in the RD-TD plane and RD cor-
responds to the x-direction. Further details about EBSD can be found for example in
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Reference [30].
3.1.3. Metallography
To obtain images of good quality by optical microscopy (OM) a good sample preparation
is essential. In the case of Ni-5at.%W substrates this work was less laborious since only
the surface of the samples was of interest and this was already rather smooth after cold
rolling. Thus, electropolishing and etching of the samples for OM were already sufficient.
Electropolishing was carried out at a temperature of 15◦C in a solution of 0.4mol H2SO4
for 60 seconds at a voltage of 10V , which removed 5− 10µm of the surface, depending
on the initial microstructure.
Etching was done with Beraha III solution for 5-10 minutes. Due to the etching grains
with different orientations appeared in different colors in optical images, especially Cube
grains appeared bright. Also grain boundaries could be easily identified after etching as
black lines.
With a Leica DMR optical microscope images were taken to evaluate the microstructure
at different processing steps of Ni-5at.%W. For grain size measurements the line intercept
method was used to determine the mean grain chord length l¯. To obtain the mean grain
size d¯ the chord length had to be multiplied by a correction factor K = Fs · Fd. Where
Fs = 1.775 is the shape factor for a tetrakaidecahedral grain shape [75], which is a
compromise between a cubic and a spherical shape. The second factor Fd takes the
statistical grain size distribution into account (typically log-normal) [75]:
Fd =
x¯x¯2
x¯3
, (3.1)
with x = d/d¯. For a uniform grain size Fd equals 1 and decreases with increasing
standard deviation of the log-normal grain size distribution. With these two factors the
corrected mean grain size can be derived as d¯cor = l¯ · Fs · Fd.
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If not stated otherwise all optical micrographs were taken in the RD-TD plane and RD
corresponds to the x-direction.
3.1.4. Hardness
For hardness measurements an indenter is pressed on a material with a defined force and
for a defined time. From the size of the indentation a hardness value H can be derived.
In this work Vickers hardness tests with a pyramidal diamond indenter on a HMV II
Shimadzu hardness tester with an applied force of 100g for 10s were performed. The
notation for hardness values measured under such conditions isHV 0.1. From the applied
force F and the area A left by the indenter, HV can be calculated [76]:
HV =
F
A
≈ c · F
d2
, (3.2)
where d is the diagonal length of the indent and c = 2 cos 22◦ factors the geometry of
the indenter. Each sample was tested ten times and the indents were distributed equally
along RD and TD in order to get an average of HV .
3.2. Mechanical Properties
Mechanical material properties are an essential input for the simulation of texture evo-
lution during cold rolling with the grain interaction (GIA) model, see Chapter 4.1. But
they are also of general interest for the processing of Ni-5at.%W.
3.2.1. Work Hardening
To determine the work hardening behavior of Ni-5at.%W compression tests were per-
formed on a Zwick 1584 testing machine. Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 5mm
and a length of 7.75mm were cut out of Ni-5at.%W hot band.
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Figure 3.3.: (a) Stress-Strain curves of compression tests of Ni-5at.%W at three different
strain rates. The solid lines are fits with the Voce equation (3.5). (b)
Compressive stress at ǫ = 0.8 versus strain rate. The solid lines are fits with
Eq. (3.3). Results from three identical experiments are shown.
To investigate the influence of strain rate on the work hardening behavior experiments
were performed with three different strain rates, ǫ˙ = 10−1s−1, 10−2s−1 and 10−3s−1.
The samples were compressed to a length reduction of 70% which equals a true strain of
ǫ = 1.2, see Figure 3.3a. Each experiment was performed three times to achieve better
statistics. With the relation
σ = c · ǫ˙m ⇒ m = d ln σ
d ln ǫ˙
, (3.3)
the strain rate sensitivitym was derived from fits of the stress σ at ǫ = 0.8 against ǫ˙, c is a
constant (Figure 3.3b) [77]. The decreasing slope of the curves implies, that the deviation
of stress with strain rate diminishes for ǫ˙ > 10−1s−1. At room temperature the average
strain rate sensitivity was determined as m = 0.011 ± 0.002 and c = 1074 ± 8MPa.
This value of m is larger as m = 0.001-0.004 measured by Dalla Torre at al. [78] in pure
coarse grained Ni but still smaller as m = 0.01-0.03 in nanocrystalline Ni [78].
With the Hollomon equation [79]
σ = k · ǫnp (3.4)
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Strain rate [s−1] n k [MPa]
10−1 0.235 ± 0.002 1108 ± 6.6
10−2 0.207 ± 0.004 1050 ± 7
10−3 0.204 ± 0.004 1021 ± 5
Table 3.1.: Averaged fit parameters of stress strain curves with the Hollomon equation
(3.4) for three different strain rates.
the strain hardening exponent n can be derived from a simple power law fit of the plastic
part of the stress strain curve. Here ǫp is the plastic strain and k the strength coefficient.
The Hollomon equation (3.4) somewhat oversimplifies the stress-strain behavior but as
it is frequently applied the strain hardening exponents can be compared to values of Ni
found in the literature.
In Table 3.1 the fit results are summarized. The strain hardening exponent was in the
range of n = 0.204 − 0.238, which is larger than the value of 0.146 found by Gurao
et al. [42] for pure Ni. This difference can be attributed for the best part to solution
hardening with 5at.%W. It should be noted, that the strain hardening exponents found
by Gurao et al. [42] differed only by ≈1% for a strain rate change of nearly seven orders
of magnitude. At the industrial rolling mill used for the production of Ni-5at.%W strain
rates of more than 1000s−1 occurred, whereas in the experimental compression tests
higher strain rates than 10−1s−1 could not be measured accurately with the equipment
available. But as shown before, the strain rate sensitivity at room temperature is not
very high and the strain hardening can be expected not to change drastically with higher
strain rates. To use experimental stress-strain curves as input for deformation texture
simulations with the GIA model they were parametrized with the Voce equation (3.5)
which can be applied in the case of homogeneous deformation [80]:
σ(ǫ) = σ0 + (σ1 +Θ1 · ǫ) ·
(
1− exp−
(
θ0
σ1
· ǫ
))
(3.5)
Where σ is the true stress, σ0 = Rp the yield strength and σ1, Θ0 and Θ1 are parameters
describing the work hardening behavior. Table 3.2 and Figure 3.4 show the strain rate
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Figure 3.4.: Development of work-hardening parameters with strain rate as determined
with Eq. (3.5).
Strain rate [s−1] σ0 [MPa] σ1 [MPa] Θ0 Θ1
10−1 319 ± 7 484 ± 4 4059 ± 146 287 ± 9
10−2 341 ± 3 580 ± 13 3279 ± 90 127 ± 14
10−3 334 ± 5 600 ± 7 3108 ± 38 83 ± 15
Table 3.2.: Averaged fit parameters of stress strain curves with Equation (3.5) for three
different strain rates.
dependence of the fit parameters attained with Equation (3.5). The difference between
strain hardening parameters for different strain rates is small, which implies again a small
strain rate sensitivity at room temperature. But an extrapolation of the fit parameters
from Eq. (3.5) to a strain rate of 1000s−1, i.e. five orders of magnitude, would lead
to a negative yield strength and was therefore not possible. Instead, the parameters of
the highest strain rate of 10−1s−1 were used to describe the work hardening behavior in
the deformation texture simulations with the GIA model. This approach was justified
by the small strain sensitivity at room temperature. More recent models derive the
strain hardening behavior by simulating the generation and interaction of dislocations,
e.g. the three internal variables model (3IVM). Details of the 3IVM, which was used
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in conjunction with the GIA model for deformation texture simulations are given in
Chapter 4.1.1.
3.2.2. Elastic Moduli
The shear modulus G is another important material parameter for the simulation of
deformation textures with the GIA model for isotropic polycrystals. It is connected
with the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν via the relation:
G =
E
2 · (1 + ν) (3.6)
Hence, the shear modulus can be determined by an experimentally more feasible mea-
surement of the Young’s modulus. With resonance frequency damping analysis (RFDA)
elastic properties can be determined very exactly. In a defined specimen geometry sound
waves are excited and from the frequencies of the resulting resonances the Young’s mod-
ulus can be calculated. These resonance frequencies were measured with a conventional
microphone.
RFDA yielded a Young’s Modulus of E = 234GPa for Ni-5at.%W hot band. Consider-
ing the Young’s moduli of pure Ni (ENi = 219GPa [81]) and W (EW = 407GPa [81])
an estimation for Ni-5at.%W (ENiW = 0.95 ·ENi + 0.05 ·EW = 228GPa) indicates that
the RFDA result was reasonable.
The Poisson ratio ν does not change significantly due to alloying with W and thus
ν = 0.31 [82] for pure Ni can be used. With Eq. (3.6) this yields a shear modulus of
G = 89.5GPa for Ni-5at.%W. Clickner et al. [14] measured the Young’s moduli of several
coated conductor substrate materials with tensile tests and determined E = 118GPa for
Ni-5at.%W. This value is significantly smaller than that one measured here with RFDA
and even smaller than that one of pure Ni. But Clickner et al. [14] used finally processed
sheets with a very pronounced Cube texture. The elastic anisotropy of Ni in conjunction
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Figure 3.5.: Stereographic projections of the Young’s modulus E of Ni. For the calcula-
tion the stiffness tensor of pure Ni [83] was used and texture measurements
of Ni-5at.%W were taken into account. (a) Ni single crystal. (b) Ni-5at.%W
hot band. (c) Ni-5at.%W sheet cold rolled to ǫ = 3.4. (d) Annealed Ni-
5at.%W sheet with strong Cube texture.
with the strong Cube texture will have decreases the effective Young’s modulus. In the
directions of the 〈100〉 crystal axes the Young’s modulus is minimal (see Figure 3.5a),
which coincides with the stress direction in Cube oriented grains during a tensile test
in RD. Hence, the results of Clickner et al. [14] represent the mechanical properties of
final substrate material with a sharp Cube texture. Whereas for the cold rolling texture
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simulation the Young’s modulus of the initial untextured material as determined with
RFDA had to be applied.
The change of elastic properties caused by texture can be easily visualized with the
tensor calculation possibilities implemented by Mainprice et al. [84] into the Matlab c©
toolbox MTEX. The Young’s modulus, i.e. the elasticity tensor, of a Ni single crystal
(Figure 3.5a) is anisotropic with a maximum in 〈111〉-direction of E111 = 305GPa and
a minimum in 〈100〉-direction of E100 = 129GPa.
For the nearly randomly textured hot band the Hill average tensor was nearly isotropic
(Figure 3.5b) with values between EWB,min = 217GPa and EWB,max = 220GPa. Fur-
thermore, the positions of the maximums and minimums had changed and the tensor
was now plotted in the sample coordinate system instead of the crystal coordinate sys-
tem. The sharper texture after cold rolling led to an increased anisotropy (Figure 3.5c)
and the maximum Young’s Modulus was in TD.
Finally processed sheet with a sharp Cube texture showed a similar anisotropy of the
Young’s Modulus as a single crystal since the crystal axes of most grains coincide with
the axes of the sample coordinate system (Figure 3.5d). One could say, that a very
strong textured material is basically a single crystals with some LAGBs.
3.3. Cold Rolling
After the initial casting the material underwent several rolling and heat treatments. The
exact process parameters are intellectual property of VDM and therefore not available
to the public. The thickness of the initial slab was reduced via hot rolling. Then a
first cold rolling was performed, followed by an intermediate annealing to soften the
material again. After this softening the material was cold rolled in several steps to a
final thickness of about 100µm, which corresponded to a thickness reduction of ≈ 97%
or an equivalent strain of ǫ ≈ 3.4.
The investigation of the rolling texture began with the hot band material prior to cold
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Figure 3.6.: Ni-5at.%W hot band before cold rolling. (a) ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-
sections. (b) Optical micrograph. (c) Grain map in IPF color coding.
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rolling (Figure 3.6). The hot band texture was close to random with a texture index of
only TI = 1.09. Some weak Cube and α- and β-fiber texture could be identified. These
texture components are typically formed by rolling and recrystallization in fcc metals
with medium to high stacking fault energy. The hot band micrograph in Figure 3.6b
shows a rather homogeneous microstructure of equiaxed grains with a mean diameter
of 9.3µm. Some annealing twins can be distinguished by their straight and parallel
boundaries.
With EBSD measurements similar results could be obtained (Figure 3.6c). The mean
grain size was determined as 9.6µm and the texture index as TI = 1.14. Twinning was
rather pronounced, 59% of all grains contained annealing twins. From the small mean
ingrain misorientation (IGM)3 of 0.29◦ follows, that the material was fully recrystallized
after hot rolling. As low IGM values correspond to a low dislocation density [85].
When the hot band was further cold rolled a band like microstructure developed (Figure
3.7). Both, the optical micrograph and the EBSD orientation map of Ni-5at.%W at
ǫ = 3.4 show bands of different orientations. This band structure repeated itself in the
order Copper-S-Brass-S-Copper-. . . the components of the β-fiber. The IGM histogram
shows that large misorientations inside the grains accumulated during cold rolling with
a mean value of 4.3◦ per EBSD pixel.
The volume fractions of the main rolling texture components are listed in Table 3.3
and compared to results from XRD measurements. The strong deviation of these two
results can be explained by the different sampling statistic of the measurement methods
and a general smoothing effect inherent to ODF calculations [84]. How the difference of
both techniques, especially in the case of sharp textures, can be reduced is discussed in
Appendix A.
From cold rolled sheets samples were taken at different rolling steps between ǫ = 0.5 and
ǫ = 3.4 to investigate the texture development (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The ODF plots
3The name grain reference orientation deviation (GROD) is also used in the literature. GROD is the
average deviation of all measured orientations of a grain to its mean orientation.
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Figure 3.7.: Microstructure of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 (a) Optical micrograph.
(b) Calculated grains (θ > 5◦) from EBSD data of different rolling texture
components (Green = S, Red = Brass, Blue = Copper). (c) Average ingrain
misorientation of all EBSD data points.
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Orientation Volume Fraction [%]
EBSD XRD
S 50.8 22.6
Brass 29.9 18.0
Copper 11.1 12.9
Goss 0.6 2.4
Table 3.3.: Comparison of main texture volume fractions of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W mea-
sured with EBSD and XRD.
show an increase in texture intensity with increasing plastic strain. While the center of
the Brass orientation lay close to the ideal orientation the center of the copper orienta-
tion lay between the ideal Taylor or Dillamore orientation (90◦,27.2◦,45◦) and the ideal
Copper orientation (90◦,35◦,45◦). Also the S orientation was shifted from the position
of the ideal orientation.
Up to strains of ǫ = 1.2 also the weak Cube texture from the initial hot band tex-
ture remained. This confirms the stability of the Cube orientation during plane strain
deformation, as already observed in other studies [58; 86].
With increasing plastic deformation the β-fiber intensity and the volume fractions of
its components increased up to a strain of ǫ = 2.7 and then decreased; only the Goss
volume fraction stayed more or less constant (Figure 3.9). An increasing dip in the in-
tensity distribution along the β-fiber with strain and the rise at φ2 = 45
◦ (Copper) and
φ2 = 90
◦ (Brass) indicates an instability of grain orientations close to S (within 5.6◦)
and a rotation to the stable Brass and Copper orientations for large plastic strains.
Shear band formation was not observed with EBSD or optical microscopy. The occur-
rence of micro shear bands could not be excluded because of the limited resolution of
EBSD measurements at large plastic strains. But as no typical shear texture compo-
nents were found micro shear bands could not have formed to a larger extent. The same
conclusion can be drawn for the formation of deformation twins. Twins were not found
within the limited resolution of EBSD measurements and no increase of the volume
fraction of twin orientations was noticed with XRD texture measurements. Whereas the
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Figure 3.8.: ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-sections of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W. ǫ =0.5(a),
1.0(b), 1.2(c), 1.6(d), 1.9(e) 2.3(f), 2.7(g) and 3.4(h). The levels of the
iso-intensity lines are 2-5-7.5-10-15-25-30-35.
occurrence of grain fragmentation cannot be ruled out since it would cause only minor
texture changes and the grain reconstruction from EBSD data is not very accurate at
large plastic strains because of the low indexing rate.
After Eq. (2.4) the observed rolling texture was still of the Copper or pure metal type.
Although the amount of Brass texture was comparably high. The rolling texture of
Ni-5at.%W can thus be considered to be a combination of the Copper and the Brass
type texture.
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Figure 3.9.: (a) Volume fractions of standard texture components within a 10◦ spread
and (b) ODF intensity along the β-fiber of cold rolled Ni-5at-%W at different
equivalent strains ǫ.
3.4. Recrystallization
After cold rolling the Ni-5at.%W sheet was annealed at elevated temperatures to initi-
ate recrystallization. The decrease of the dislocation density during recrystallization and
the hereby caused softening of a material can be quantitatively followed with hardness
measurements. Hardness curves for different amounts of cold rolling and annealing times
are presented in Figure 3.10a.
After cold rolling the higher deformed samples at ǫ = 3.4 had a hardness of ≈ 400HV 0.1
as they had undergone more work hardening. The samples at ǫ = 0.5 had thus a lower
hardness of ≈ 330HV 0.1. At a certain temperature recrystallization set in and the
hardness dropped. Finally, it remained constant at ≈ 190HV 0.1 when recrystallization
had finished. For samples with ǫ = 3.4 this transition set in at the lowest temperature
whereas samples with ǫ = 0.5 needed a higher temperature to recrystallize. The recrys-
tallized volume fraction at a certain temperature X(T ) can be estimated via a simple
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Figure 3.10.: (a) Hardness change after isochronal annealing of Ni-5at.%W for different
amounts of cold rolling. (b) Recrystallized volume fractions calculated
from hardness measurements for isothermal annealing. The solid lines are
fits with the JMAK equation (2.10). All samples were annealed for 30min
in air and grinded and polished to remove the oxide layer.
normalization:
X(T ) =
HV (T )−HVmin
HVmax −HVmin . (3.7)
In this normalization softening due to recovery is not taken into account. The hardness
curves in Figure 3.10a show no strong recovery effect albeit a discrimination of the soft-
ening caused by recovery or recrystallization is hardly possible. Figure 3.10b shows the
development of the recrystallized volume fraction calculated in this manner for different
isothermal annealing of specimens with ǫ = 3.4. For higher annealing temperatures the
curves were shifted to shorter annealing times, hence recrystallization set in earlier. A fit
with the JMAK equation (2.10) could describe the recrystallization kinetics very well and
yielded the recrystallization time tR and the Avrami exponent q. In Table 3.4 fit results
with the JMAK equation (2.10) for a set of plastic strains and annealing temperatures
are given. With increasing annealing temperature and deformation the recrystallization
time decreased and recrystallization was accelerated. The average Avrami exponent
was q¯ = 1.2, but it exhibited a rather large scatter and also the relative error was about
20%. Therefore, a correlation of q with annealing temperature and plastic strain was
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Figure 3.11.: Arrhenius plot of the recrystallization time for different deformation states.
The solid lines are linear fits to the data, their slopes equal QA/k.
not possible.
From an Arrhenius plot of tR the apparent activation energy of recrystallization QA was
determined (Figure 3.11). QA decreased from 3.5eV at ǫ = 0.5 to 1.75eV at ǫ = 3.4. If
this decrease of QA with ǫ followed a linear relationship or a different trend could not
be concluded from the present data. An additional uncertainty to the determination of
QA is imposed by the disregard of recovery.
The texture change during recrystallization was investigated with the same specimens
also used for the hardness measurements. At isochronal annealing the volume fraction of
S and Brass oriented grains first increased and then decreased sharply when recrystalliza-
tion set in (Figure 3.12a). The Cube volume fraction was nearly zero at lower annealing
temperatures and then became the major texture component after recrystallization with
≈ 15Vol.-%.
The increase of Brass and S prior to recrystallization can be attributed to the anni-
hilation of dislocations by recovery processes. Dislocations are defects and thus cause
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ǫ T [◦C] tR [min] q
0.5
750 18.5 ± 3.4 1.21 ± 0.25
775 12.4 ± 1.3 1.22 ± 0.15
800 4.0 ± 0.2 1.10 ± 0.08
0.9
750 11.6 ± 0.7 1.57 ± 0.14
775 6.3 ± 0.2 1.71 ± 0.10
800 2.5 ± 0.6 0.70 ± 0.15
1.9
700 21.5 ± 3.3 0.99 ± 0.14
725 14.0 ± 1.2 1.22 ± 0.16
750 6.4 ± 0.3 1.58 ± 0.17
3.4
700 12.4 ± 1.9 0.70 ± 0.11
725 6.4 ± 0.7 1.33 ± 0.26
750 4.3 ± 0.5 1.14 ± 0.22
Table 3.4.: Recrystallization time tR and Avrami exponent q of Ni-5at.%W for different
amounts of cold rolling and annealing temperatures.
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Figure 3.12.: Texture development of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 during recrystallization. (a)
Isochronal annealing for 30min in air. (b) Isothermal annealing at 725◦C
in air.
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Figure 3.13.: ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-sections of recrystallized Ni-5at.%W annealed for
1h at 750◦C in Ar atmosphere. ǫ =0.5(a), 1.0(b), 1.2(c), 1.6(d), 1.9(e)
2.3(f), 2.7(g) and 3.4(h). The levels of the iso-intensity lines are 2-5-7.5-
10-15-25-50-100-150-200-250.
deviations from the crystal periodicity and from the mean orientation of a grain. Hence,
dislocations generate incoherent x-ray scatter and let the texture appear more random
than it actually is. That this increase was smaller for the Copper orientation indicates
that this orientation had different recovery kinetics. For isothermal annealing the de-
velopment was similar (Figure 3.12b). An increase of Brass and S (but not Copper)
rolling texture fractions by recovery was followed by a strong decrease of rolling texture
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Figure 3.14.: Influence of plastic strain ǫ on recrystallization texture of Ni-5at.%W. All
samples were annealed for 1h at 750◦C in Ar atmosphere. (a) Cube volume
fraction for different scatters around ideal orientation, (b) intensity distri-
bution around the ideal Cube orientation for ǫ = 3.4, (c) rotated Cube
orientations and (d) rolling texture components.
fractions when recrystallization set in accompanied by a strong growth of Cube oriented
grains. To investigate the influence of plastic strain on the final recrystallization texture
annealing of 1h at 750◦C was carried out in argon atmosphere. The ODF plots in Figure
3.13 show weak rolling texture and Cube components for low amounts of deformation.
For ǫ > 1.2 the Cube orientation became dominant and displayed some scatter around
RD. The growth of the Cube orientation was accompanied by its twin orientation which
raised up to 13.5Vol.-%. Since the Cube twin orientation is close to the S and R orien-
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tations (12◦ and 16◦, respectively) an overlap of the calculated volume fractions of these
orientations occurred4. But the development of the volume factions calculated with 5◦
scatter confirmed the strong growth of the Cube twin orientation. In Chapter 3.5.2 the
formation of annealing twins is investigated in more detail.
In Figure 3.14a the increase of the volume fraction for 5◦ and 10◦ scatter around the
ideal Cube orientation is shown. Beside the general increase of Cube volume fraction
with strain it also sharpened and concentrated more around the ideal orientation. For
low amounts of deformation about 20% of the total Cube volume fraction deviated less
than 5◦ from the ideal orientation while for high amounts of deformation this fraction
increased to about 40%. A plot of the ODF intensity distribution around the ideal Cube
orientation (Figure 3.14b) showed a Gaussian distribution with the highest scatter in
RD. Accordingly, the volume fractions of the RD-rotated Cube orientation was higher
than the ND-, and TD-rotated volume fractions (Figure 3.14c). With increasing strain
the RD- and 45◦-ND-rotated Cube orientations increased slightly, the TD-rotated Cube
orientation decreased and the 22◦-ND orientation stayed more or less constant.
The volume fractions of the Copper and Brass rolling texture components after re-
crystallization first increased up to ǫ = 1.0 and then decayed (Figure 3.14d). The S
orientation increased with deformation up to a volume fraction of 6% at ǫ = 2.5 and
then also started to decline while the R orientation stayed constant. Compared to the
air annealed specimens the Cube volume fraction increased from 15% to over 40% for
annealing in Ar atmosphere. Oxidation caused by annealing in air made it necessary to
grind and polish the specimens, which strongly affected the Cube texture fraction. To
determine the impact of grinding the textures of two identical specimens before and after
removing 10µm of the surface were measured. One specimen was mechanically grounded
and polished and the other one electropolished. For the mechanically grounded sample
the Cube texture decreased from 55Vol.-% to 11Vol.-%, while it stayed constant for the
4The S and R orientation are often not separated and just denoted S/R orientation.
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Figure 3.15.: {111} pole figures of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 2.3 annealed for 60min at 900◦C.
(a) Untreated specimen. (b) After mechanical grinding and polishing.
electropolished sample. In Figure 3.15 a comparison of the {111} pole figures before and
after grinding shows that the Cube grains were sheared away from their initial orienta-
tion. Thus, the Cube orientation was unstable under the shear deformation imposed by
the grinding process. However, the short annealing times necessary to study recrystal-
lization kinetics with hardness measurements were only feasible in an air furnace and
oxidation made grinding necessary. Since the sample preparation was similar for all air
annealed specimens the recrystallization kinetics determined by hardness measurements
can be assumed to be still representable but not the texture measurements. For texture
measurements a heating stage allowed for more sophisticated investigations, which are
summarized in the following section.
3.4.1. In-situ Texture Measurements
With a heating stage attached to the sample stage of the texture diffractometer in-
situ texture measurements in a protective atmosphere could be performed. This offered
several advantages over ex-situ measurements: The sample preparation and the investi-
gated area were always the same, which reduced the scatter of the results. Furthermore,
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a higher temporal and/or thermal resolution could be achieved. Two different strategies
for in-situ texture measurements were followed:
Strategy 1 A complete texture measurement of four pole figures took about 30min and
was therefore too slow to capture the texture changes during a recrystallization
annealing. To still investigate the complete texture a short annealing treatment
at the desired temperature was followed by a texture measurement at lower tem-
perature, where no fast texture changes occurred. At this lower temperature the
complete texture was measured and afterwards the sample was reheated again to
the annealing temperature followed by another measurement at lower temperature
and so on. Thus, with this strategy semi-in-situ texture measurements could be
conducted. From the apparent activation energy for recrystallization QA deter-
mined from hardness measurements the recrystallization time at the high and low
temperature levels (e.g. LT = 600◦C and HT = 750◦C) can be estimated:
tLTR
tHTR
=
exp
(− QA
k·LT
)
exp
(− QA
k·HT
) = 1
30
, QA = 1.75 eV (3.8)
Hence recrystallization progressed about 30 times slower when the temperature
was lowered by 150◦C. In this example QA for a high amount of cold rolling
was used. For less deformed samples QA is larger and thus the differences in the
recrystallization kinetic would increase. Because of the heating and cooling rate
of the heating stage, 300◦C/min and 200◦C/min respectively, a shorter annealing
time then 2min at the high temperature level was not feasible. However, the time
for heating up and cooling down blurred the exact time resolution and annealing
temperatures and effects like recovery and thermal grooving of grain boundaries
may also have influenced the texture development.
Strategy 2 To avoid the cooling and heating of the specimen with strategy 1 and to
get a better temporal resolution, measurements of one single texture component
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Figure 3.16.: In-situ texture measurements of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 annealed at 700◦C
in 500mbar N2. (a) Development of main texture components measured
with strategy 1. (b) Comparison of recrystallization kinetics derived from
measurement strategies 1 and 2. (c) Development of rotated Cube vol-
ume fractions (Strategy 1). (d) Development of S and R volume fractions
(Strategy 1).
could be carried out. For example, if the diffractometer was moved exactly to the
diffraction position of the Cube orientation in the {200} pole figure and the sample
was kept at the desired annealing temperature, the change of diffraction intensity
could be measured with a temporal resolution of 10s. This in-situ measurement
strategy could determine the kinetic of recrystallization of one orientation very
accurately but provided no information of the overall texture development.
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Measurement results with the two described strategies are compared in Figure 3.16. The
complete texture development measured with strategy 1 (Figure 3.16a) showed an initial
increase of the Brass and S deformation texture fractions, while the Copper texture frac-
tion slightly decreased. After longer annealing the Cube orientation became dominant
while the deformation texture decreased, similar to the results of ex-situ measurements
(Figure 3.12). The Cube volume fraction reached more than 40% as for the annealing
in Ar atmosphere.
Information about the recrystallization kinetics can be derived from the texture volume
fractions with the normalization (Eq. (3.7)) already used for the results of hardness mea-
surements. For this calculation the recovery time was subtracted, which can be defined
as the annealing time when the maximum S texture intensity was reached. Compared
to the kinetic measured with strategy 2 the kinetic derived from the texture volume
fractions was somewhat slower. Altogether, the results of both strategies were similar
enough to expect no major differences caused by the heating and cooling of the sample
with strategy 1. From the high resolution of the semi-in-situ measurements with strat-
egy 1 additional information could be gained. The rotated Cube components exhibited
very different recrystallization kinetics (Figure 3.16c). The RD-rotated Cube compo-
nents showed a similar development as the ideal Cube orientation and increased up to
a volume fraction of about 1.2%, while the TD-rotated components disappeared in the
course of recrystallization. For the ND-rotated components first successful growth was
observed followed by the decay of these components. This behavior was observed for the
Cube orientations rotated by either 22◦ or 45◦ around ND.
The S and R orientation are typical rolling and recrystallization components of fcc met-
als, respectively. Their misorientation is only 6.6◦, which makes it difficult to analyze
them separately. Nevertheless, with a spread of 5◦ the decay of the S component and
the growth of the R component to a common volume fraction of 8% could be observed
(3.16d).
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Figure 3.17.: Texture volume fractions from semi-in-situ measurements of Ni-5at.%W
at ǫ = 3.4 annealed at different temperatures for 15min in 500mbar N2.
(a) Cube orientation, (b) Rotated Cube orientations, (c) Rolling texture
components and (d) S and R orientations with within 5◦ scatter.
Isochronal annealing with the heating stage showed a similar texture development as
isothermal annealing (Figure 3.17). Due to the fact that the specimen was annealed at
lower temperatures than the recrystallization temperature it recovered to a larger extent
compared to the isothermal annealing. The Cube volume fraction reached again 50%
but at higher temperatures than in ex-situ experiments. The extended recovery phase
increased the recrystallization temperature but seemed not to influence the texture de-
velopment itself.
Except for the TD-rotated Cube orientation the volume fraction of all rotated Cube
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Figure 3.18.: (a) Normalized intensity change of poles of different texture components.
The intensity change of the Cube orientations were inverted for a clearer
comparison. (b) Intensity change of the Copper orientation and the corre-
sponding heating curve.
components first increased and then decreased again at the end of recrystallization.
This behavior was most pronounced for the ND-rotated Cube orientations. Brass and
S volume fraction increased before recrystallization set in due to recovery, as already
observed for the isothermal annealing. The Copper orientation remained constant in
this phase, indicating again a different recovery kinetic of this orientation. While the
Copper and Brass orientations vanished during recrystallization a volume fraction of
about 5% of the S orientation remained. With a smaller scatter of the volume fraction
calculation it is seen that this remaining S orientation was composed for the most part
of the recrystallized R orientation. With strategy 2 for in-situ experiments the intensity
change of several special orientations during recrystallization was studied (Figure 3.18).
For S, Brass and Cube orientations the overall kinetics were identical except for the first
minutes of annealing, where a slight intensity increase of the Brass and S component
was caused by recovery. The slight decrease of the initial intensity of the S and Brass
orientation occurred still in the time when the specimens were heating up and could
have been caused by surface oxidation or thermal peak broadening. Recovery of the
Cube orientation could not be determined with this method as the initial intensities
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were too low. Furthermore, an intensity increase caused by recovery would overlap with
the intensity increase caused by the growth of recrystallization nuclei and thus the two
processes can not be discriminated.
Different kinetics as the aforementioned orientations showed the Copper and the RD-
rotated Cube orientations. The intensity of the Copper orientation decreased slower
and showed no increase due to recovery, as already observed with the complete texture
measurements. Thus, grains with Copper orientation were less effectively consumed by
other grains during recrystallization. The RD-rotated Cube orientation showed an even
slower kinetic than the Copper orientation. Recovery for this orientation could not be
determined because of the same reasons explained above for the ideal Cube orientation.
It should be noted, that the intensity change of the deformation texture components
shows only an indirect kinetic as they are consumed during recrystallization. The R
orientation nucleated and grew successfully as shown above but the misorientation to-
wards the S orientation is too small to distinguish them with measurement strategy 2.
Thus, only the intensity change of the Cube and RD-rotated Cube orientations rep-
resent real recrystallization kinetics. Other orientations exhibited a too small volume
fraction to be measured accurately. With the JMAK equation (2.10) a recrystallization
time of tR = 17min and an Avrami exponent of q = 2.48 for the Cube orientation and
tR = 38.4min and q = 1.29 for the RD-rotated Cube orientation were determined. This
large difference in recrystallization times clearly demonstrates the faster recrystallization
kinetic of the Cube orientation which led to the development of the sharp Cube texture.
3.4.2. Microtexture
EBSD measurements of early stages of recrystallization are complicated by the presence
of dislocations which leads to a poor indexing rate of the Kikuchi bands. An interesting
question is the origin of Cube nuclei and which surrounding is favorable for their growth.
This question imposes the further problem of ”lost evidence”: If a nucleus has formed
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Orientation Anuc [%] Nnuc [%] α β
Cube 71.3 38.6 28.6 12.3
RD-rotated Cube 8.2 14.2 10.5 3.9
Copper 1.2 3.9 2.9 2.7
S 5.3 21.9 16.2 1.6
Brass 1.0 4.3 3.2 1.6
Table 3.5.: Area and number fractions of main nuclei orientations of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ =
3.8. The nucleation (α) and growth (β) parameters are also given.
and can be identified with EBSD it has already grown to some extent and thus already
consumed its initial surrounding. These two problems are the main source of error in
the investigation of early stages of recrystallization with EBSD. They can be reduced
by good measurement statistics.
For the simulation of recrystallization described in Section 4.2 the texture distribution
of the nuclei had to be identified. Therefore, several EBSD measurements of Ni-5at.%W
at ǫ = 3.8 and annealed between 670◦C and 700◦C were performed and the results were
filtered to identify recrystallization nuclei. Examples of such measurements at three dif-
ferent stages of recrystallization are shown in Figure 3.19. The red colored Cube nuclei
were clearly larger and more frequent than those of other orientations. In Figure 3.19b
also a Cube transition band is visible from which several Cube nuclei have emerged.
At a recrystallized fraction of 9.6% the Cube grains had grown considerably and often
contained annealing twins. Many Cube grains were also elongated in RD, revealing a
preferred growth in this direction.
A recrystallized nucleus has to fulfill the three instability criteria described in Section
2.2.2. To differentiate recrystallized from deformed grains they thus had to exhibit a
minimal size of 4µm2 (thermodynamic instability), a maximal grain reference orienta-
tion deviation (GROD) of 1◦ (mechanical instability) and a HAGB fraction of over 50%
(kinetic instability). Similar criteria have also been used by other authors to determine
recrystallized nuclei from EBSD data [87; 88; 89]. Also a grain average misorienta-
tion (GAM) of < 1◦ was tested as criteria, as recommended by Dziasyk et al. [89],
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.19.: EBSD maps of early stages of recrystallization of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.8
(left) and the recrystallization nuclei filtered from these maps (right). The
recrystallized area fractions were 0.8%(a), 2.7%(b) and 9.6%(c).
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Figure 3.20.: (a) Fractions of main texture components in early stages of recrystallization
compared with the texture fractions of all neighbors of recrystallized nuclei
and (b) only of neighbors of recrystallized Cube nuclei.
but this approach was not able to sort out recrystallized grains from the present data.
Another possibility to determine recrystallized grains is to use a threshold value for the
band contrast of the EBSD measurement. But this value has no direct physical meaning
and would have to be set arbitrarily.
All together 233 nuclei were found with six measurements covering an total area of
0.6mm2. Table 3.5 lists the area and number fractions of the determined recrystallized
nuclei and the calculated nucleation (α) and growth (β) parameters (see Section 2.2.2).
The majority of all nuclei had a Cube orientation beside some RD-rotated Cube and
S/R components. The nucleation parameters showed also, that nuclei with a Cube ori-
entation were the most numerous and largest, while both RD-rotated Cube and S/R
nuclei were also numerous but relatively small. In Figure 3.20a the texture of all nuclei
neighbor grains is compared with the complete texture of the EBSD maps. Both tex-
tures were very similar and thus on average the nuclei were distributed randomly and
did not exhibit any special neighborhood relation. The only difference was apparent for
Cube and RD-rotated Cube neighborhoods. Nucleated grains had fewer neighbors with
a Cube orientation and more with a RD-rotated Cube orientation than expected from
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Figure 3.21.: Misorientation distributions of main nuclei texture components. (a) Cube,
(b) 22◦RD-rotated Cube, (c) S/R, (d) Copper and (e) Brass. The solid
line is the McKenzie misorientation distribution for a random texture.
a random neighborhood distribution.
In the Cube nuclei neighborhood (Figure 3.20b) β-fiber components were somewhat less
frequent than in the complete texture and Cube and RD-rotated Cube components were
found more often. During recrystallization of Cube grains a part of the β-fiber compo-
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nents were consumed by the growth of Cube nuclei and they were thus less often adjacent
to them. The higher fraction of Cube oriented neighbors was caused by the nucleation
of Cube grains from transition bands. Along the transition bands several Cube grains
nucleated and were thus often adjacent to each other. Also the RD-rotated Cube grains
originated from the same transition bands and the same explanation applies to them.
The histograms of the grain boundary misorientation distributions for the main nuclei
texture components in Figure 3.21 show that the misorientations of Cube grain bound-
aries were concentrated around 50◦ and they exhibited a larger mean misorientation than
any other main texture component. For RD-rotated Cube orientations the misorienta-
tion distribution was more close to the McKenzie distribution [90] of random textures. It
should be noted, that the areas of the measured and the theoretical McKenzie distribu-
tions are not equal since the grain boundary lengths between nuclei and their neighbors
were not included in the analysis.
The grain boundary misorientations of the β-fiber nuclei had a mean value of 35◦ which
is about 10◦ less than for the Cube orientation and even smaller than the mean misori-
entation expected for a random distribution (40.7◦). Thus, the β-fiber nuclei possessed
a higher fraction of LAGBs. As relatively few nuclei with Brass and Copper orientations
were found, the statistic of their misorientation distributions is not very good and the
histograms thus appear to be rough.
3.4.3. Growth Morphology
To determine if a texture gradient over the sheet thickness existed a specimen was
repeatedly electropolished and measured with EBSD. Taking into account that the
sheet thickness was only 65µm and the mean grain size d¯ ≈ 10µm, then on average only
three grains lay between the surface and the sheet center. However, the results in Figure
3.22 show a pronounced texture change over the sheet thickness. Close to the center less
Cube orientated grains and more grains with rolling texture were found. The distance
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from the sheet center in Figure 3.22 is given as the dimensionless parameter s:
s =
d
h0/2
, (3.9)
where d is the distance to the sheet center and h0 the initial sheet thickness.
If one considers the nucleation of Cube grains from transition bands, e.g. in Figure 3.19b,
and the pancake like grain structure in Figure 3.22b of a 65% recrystallized sample, the
following growth morphology can be assumed:
1. Nucleation of Cube grains along transition bands in RD (1D)
2. Growth at the sheet surface in TD (2D)
3. Growth towards the sheet center in ND (3D)
Such a growth morphology during recrystallization was already observed by other au-
thors [91; 92].
For the application as substrate material only the texture at the surface is of impor-
tance and thus the texture gradient caused by the proposed growth morphology further
enhanced the Cube texture sharpness.
3.5. Grain Growth
To study the influence of deformation on grain growth Ni-5at.%W samples with different
plastic strains ǫ were isochronally annealed (Figure 3.23). After annealing at 800◦C
all specimens were fully recrystallized and the mean grain size was ≈ 10µm, virtually
independent of ǫ. The strongest increase in grain size after isochronal annealing at
higher temperatures was observed for the less deformed samples. While for ǫ = 3.4
the grain size only doubled to 20µm it increased to over 100µm for ǫ = 0.5. In Figure
3.23 also examples of optical micrographs are given. The microstructure after high
temperature annealing was rather homogeneous and coarser for less deformed specimens.
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Figure 3.22.: (a) Texture area fractions from three EBSD measurements of Ni-5at.%W at
different distances from the surface of the specimen (ǫ = 3.8, annealed for
15min at 750◦C). (b) Grain map in IPF color coding of 65% recrystallized
Ni-5at.%W.
Bright colored grains had an orientation close to Cube and thus the increase in Cube
grains with ǫ can be readily seen from the micrographs. Also an extensive formation
of annealing twins was observed which is investigated in more detail in Section 3.5.2.
The maximal grain size was found to be four times the average grain size. Since the
grain size distributions followed a log-normal function such a ratio between average
and maximal grain size is regular. An increase of this ratio may indicate the onset of
abnormal grain growth. The grains were found to be slightly elongated in RD resulting
in an average aspect ratio of 1.5. The increase of Cube volume fraction for Ni-5at.%W
at ǫ = 3.4 in Figure 3.23b from ≈ 50% after recrystallization to ≈ 70% after annealing
at 1100◦C correlates with the increase in grain size. Grain growth thus led to a further
sharpening of the Cube texture. The increase of the Cube volume fraction seemed to
saturate for temperatures above 1100◦C while the grain size increased virtually linearly
with temperature. An extrapolation of both curves to the melting temperature of Ni-
5at.%W TM ≈ 1500◦C yielded a maximal Cube volume fraction of 76.6% and a maximal
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Figure 3.23.: (a) Development of mean grain size of specimens with different plastic
strains ǫ for isochronal annealing of Ni-5at.%W for 30min in air atmo-
sphere. (b) Development of Cube volume fraction and mean grain size
with annealing temperature for Ni-5at.%W annealed for 15min in Ar-
5%H2. Optical micrographs of Ni-5at.%W annealed for 60min at 750
◦C
and 60min at 1100◦C in Ar atmosphere. (c) ǫ=0.5 and (d) ǫ = 3.4.
grain size of 36.5µm. It should be noted that the real Cube volume fraction will be
significantly higher because of the smoothing effect of ODF calculations (see Appendix
A).
A grain growth exponent of n = 0.48 ± 0.09 (see Eq. 2.18) was determined with an
isothermal annealing treatment at 1130◦C (Figure 3.24) in Ar atmosphere for ǫ = 3.4.
The grain growth exponents for lower plastic strains were not determined but they may
be smaller, as n = 0.5 is the theoretical limit [93].
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Figure 3.24.: (a) Determination of the grain growth exponent for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4
isothermally annealed at 1130◦C in Ar. (b) Determination of the activation
energy for grain growth for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 1.9 isochronally annealed
for 30min in Air.
ǫ 0.5 0.9 1.9 3.4
QV [eV ] 2.24± 0.39 2.17± 0.27 1.44± 0.12 0.64± 0.11
K[m2/s] 8.9 · 108 1.3 · 108 1.5 · 105 61
m (1000◦C) [10−13m4/Js] 3.2 3.2 3.7 1.3
Table 3.6.: Apparent activation energy for grain growth QV , pre-exponential factors of
Eq. (2.18) and average grain boundary mobilities at 1000◦C of Ni-5at.%W
specimens subjected to different plastic strains ǫ before annealing.
With isochronal annealing the apparent activation energies for isotropic grain growth
QV were derived for different plastic strains, i.e. textures, with Arrhenius plots. For
the evaluation only the increase of the grain size after recrystallization was considered,
i.e. d2eff = d
2 − d2RX . From Eq. (2.18) follows that the slope m in the Arrhenius plots
is k = QV ·n
kB
. The results are listed in Table 3.6. As the grain growth exponent was
only determined for the specimens with ǫ = 3.4 the activation energies for other strains
should actually be higher. Also it should be noted that QV is a mean value for all
grain boundaries and that it can differ significantly for different grain boundaries. For
the determination of the average grain boundary mobility m Eq. (2.14) was utilized.
The grain boundary velocity could be estimated from the increase in grain size in a
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certain annealing time. For the driving force of grain growth after Eq. (2.16) also the
change of the mean grain boundary energy caused by the increase of texture intensity
and temperature was accounted for (see also Section 3.5.2). Solute drag was not included
in these calculations as the segregation energy of W in Ni Eseg = 0.03eV [94] is rather
low, the segregation energy of S in Ni for example is about 100 times higher [95]. Also
several other impurities and inner oxidation of grain boundaries affect the grain mobility
and their influence can not be discriminated from the effect of W segregation. The grain
boundary mobilities of Ni-5at.%W were determined to be in a range of 1−4·10−13m4/Js.
The texture development during grain growth was studied with an annealing of 1h at
1100◦C for different amounts of cold rolling (Figure 3.25). All specimens were first
annealed for 1h at 750◦C to ensure that the high temperature annealing had no effect
on recrystallization. The plots of the ODF sections show that the Cube texture increased
with the amount of prior cold rolling. The Cube texture also exhibited a certain spread
in RD. Beside the Cube orientation also S/R orientations and Cube Twin orientations
were found. As the annealing twins are formed inside of growing grains their impact on
the kinetic of grain growth can be neglected.
The calculated volume fractions in Figure 3.26 display the increase of the Cube volume
fraction up to 80% at ǫ = 2.7 and a certain decrease to 75% at ǫ = 3.4. Together
with a general increase of Cube volume fraction the orientations of the Cube grains also
concentrated more around the ideal orientation with increasing amount of cold rolling,
as was also observed during recrystallization. The rotated Cube fractions decreased
steadily with deformation until at ǫ = 3.4 a constant plateau seemed to have been
reached. The S/R orientation increased to a volume fraction of 14% at ǫ = 1.2 and then
steadily decreased until ǫ = 2.7 and then stayed constant. Brass and Copper oriented
grains showed a different trend, as their fractions decreased monotonously with strain
and then virtually disappeared at ǫ = 1.6.
Heat treatments in an air furnace allowed for short annealing times since the specimens
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Figure 3.25.: ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-sections of Ni-5at.%W annealed for 1h at 750◦C
and afterwards for 1h at 1100◦C in Ar atmosphere. ǫ =0.5(a), 1.0(b),
1.2(c), 1.6(d), 1.9(e) 2.3(f), 2.7(g) and 3.4(h). The levels of the iso-intensity
lines are 2-5-7.5-10-15-25-50-100-150-200-500-750.
could be easily em- and deployed. Also a high heating rate was ensured when employ-
ing the samples in the already preheated oven and a high cooling rate was achieved by
water quenching. However, strong surface oxidation occurred and could have impeded
grain growth. From the weight gain of a specimen annealed at 1100◦C for 30min the
thickness of the oxide scale could be estimated as ≈ 0.15µm. So only grains close to the
surface would have been affected by the oxide scale. Still, grain boundaries offer fast
diffusion channels for oxygen and inner oxidation may have been effective deeper inside
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Figure 3.26.: Influence of plastic strain ǫ on texture development after grain growth of
Ni-5at.%W. All samples were annealed first for 1h at 750◦C and afterwards
for 1h at 1100◦C in Ar atmosphere. (a) Cube volume fraction for different
scatters around the ideal orientation. (b) Volume fractions of rotated Cube
orientations. (c) Volume fractions of rolling texture components. (d) Grain
size development.
the material. Woodford et al. [96] determined the penetration depth of oxygen along
grain boundaries in Nickel. An extrapolation of their data to the annealing conditions
mentioned above yields an oxygen penetration depth of ≈ 80µm along grain boundaries.
Since all air annealed samples were only grinded slightly to remove the oxide scale, grain
sizes were measured in a zone where oxygen grain boundary diffusion occurred.
To determine the influence of different annealing atmospheres on grain growth vacuum
(2·10−5mbar), forming gas (Ar-5%H2) and pure argon (99.999%) were used for annealing
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Atmosphere Mean Grain Size [µm] Maximal Grain Size [µm]
Vacuum 30.4 ± 0.7 124.6
Ar-5%H2 28.1 ± 0.6 109.8
Ar 27.0 ± 0.6 87.6
Table 3.7.: Grain size after annealing at 1130◦C for 4h of Ni-5at.%W with ǫ = 3.8 under
different annealing atmospheres. The samples were pre-annealed at 750◦C
for 30min in pure H2.
treatments at 1130◦C. The samples have been pre-annealed by VDM in pure hydrogen
atmosphere at 750◦C for 30min. By this was ensured, that the different grain sizes were
not already caused by atmospheric effects during recrystallization. The results listed in
Table 3.7 show, that annealing in vacuum lead to the largest grain size of 30.4µm and
annealing in argon to the smallest grain size of 27.0µm. During annealing in vacuum
and Ar-5%H2 AGG occurred, the abnormal grains were not included in the grain size
determination. Because the original Cube texture was destroyed by AGG it could not
be compared for these specimens.
In order to evaluate the influence of annealing atmospheres on the growth of Cube grains
in-situ texture measurements were conducted: The increase of Cube texture with an-
nealing temperature in Figure 3.27 for annealing in N2 atmosphere took place at lower
temperatures (≈ 100◦C) than for annealing in vacuum (p ≈ 5 · 10−3mbar). This differ-
ence arose from different heat conduction conditions with and without gas atmosphere.
Because of the thermal conductivity of the N2 atmosphere the output power of the
electric heater that was necessary to reach a certain temperature at the built-in ther-
mocouple was roughly double as high for annealing in vacuum compared to annealing
in N2. As the investigated specimens were rather small and mounted directly above
the heater they were subjected to significantly higher temperatures when annealed in
N2. For annealing in air the temperature of the heater was inspected with a thermo-
couple inside a dummy specimen. Both temperature measurements agreed very well
and thus the temperatures of the N2 annealing can be expected to be correct as well.
For annealing in vacuum no such control measurement could be performed because of
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Figure 3.27.: In-situ texture measurements of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 annealed for 15min
in N2. At 750
◦C the specimens were annealed for 60min to ensure complete
recrystallization. (a) Development of Cube volume fraction for annealing
in vacuum and N2. (b) Cube volume fraction for different scatters around
the ideal orientation. (c) Development of rolling texture and Cube twin
fractions. (d) Development of rotated Cube fractions.
technical limitations. Nevertheless, the vacuum annealed sample reached higher Cube
volume fractions than the N2 annealed sample albeit the lower annealing temperatures.
After annealing an oxide layer was observed on the specimens. This oxidation was more
pronounced for the annealing in N2, which indicates a higher oxygen partial pressure.
Therefore, the reduced growth of Cube grains in N2 atmosphere can be attributed to
a reduction of grain boundary mobility by oxidation. But the growth of Cube grains
was also impeded by oxidation for the vacuum annealed specimen. The maximal Cube
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Figure 3.28.: Microtexture of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 annealed for 4h at 1100◦C in Ar-
5%H2. (a) Detected grains in IPF color coding. (b) Misorientation distri-
bution of grain boundaries.
fraction was 54.4% for the annealing in vacuum with the heating stage while it reached
79.3% for ex-situ annealing in Ar atmosphere.
A comparison of the concentration of the Cube texture around the ideal orientation
(Figure 3.27b) showed only a very slight increase. Thus the spread of the Cube orienta-
tion did not change during grain growth and was determined by recrystallization only.
S/R and also Cube Twin volume fractions remained constant at ≈ 7% and ≈ 13%,
respectively, while the fraction of all other orientations decreased, especially RD-rotated
Cube orientations.
Microtexture EBSD measurements were performed on a sample after grain growth an-
nealing (Figure 3.28). The microstructure was very homogeneous beside some annealing
twins and consisted of 88.7% Cube, 1.5% RD-rotated Cube and 1.3% S/R grains. The
mean grain size was determined as 16µm (20.5 µm for Cube grains) and 88% of all
boundaries were LAGBs. The grain aspect ratio did not change further after recrystal-
lization and was still on average 1.5.
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Figure 3.29.: Micrograph of an abnormally grown grain in a Cube textured Ni-5at.%W
matrix.
3.5.1. Abnormal Grain Growth
This section is based on already published results from Reference [97].
As pointed out in the section above abnormal grain growth (AGG) can occur during
annealing at high temperatures when normal grain growth has slowed down. In Figure
3.29 a micrograph of such an abnormally grown grain is shown. Its different color
already indicates that it had a different orientation than the Cube textured matrix
grains surrounding it. Frequently elongated abnormally grown grains were found like in
Figure 3.29 with their long axis inclined 45◦ to RD, and often they contained annealing
twins.
To determine the orientations of the abnormal grains EBSD measurements of two com-
pletely secondary recrystallized specimens were carried out. In Table 3.8 the texture
fractions of these grains are compared to the fractions of the main non-Cube texture
components after primary recrystallization. Although the statistic of only 51 abnormal
grains is not very good it is apparent, that their texture corresponds to the texture of
the non-Cube texture components after primary recrystallization. Exceptions are ND-
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Orientation Volume Fraction [%]
AGG RX
RD-rotated Cube 17.7 16.3
ND-rotated Cube 9.8 0.8
TD-rotated Cube 2.0 0.2
S/R 8.0 5.6
Other 62.7 71.7
Table 3.8.: Texture volume fractions of standard texture components of abnormally
grown grains and of a sample after complete primary recrystallization. The
volume fractions of the latter were normalized with (100 - Vol.%-Cube).
and TD-rotated Cube orientations which were found more frequently in the abnormal
grain population than in the minor texture components after primary recrystallization.
To investigate the influence of different annealing atmospheres on AGG heat treatments
of Ni-5at.%W in pure argon, Ar-5%H2 and vacuum were performed at 1130
◦C with the
following results:
• Ar: No abnormal grains
• Ar-5%H2: Some abnormal grains
• Vacuum: Only abnormal grains
This demonstrates that the annealing atmosphere had a strong influence on AGG. The
occurrence of AGG correlated with the mean grain sizes found for annealing in different
atmospheres (see Table 3.7).
In the following an estimation of the oxygen partial pressure in the different annealing
atmospheres is given. The oxygen partial pressure in 500mbar of 99.999% pure Argon
was:
p(O2)Ar = 0.21 · 500mbar · 0.001% = 1.1 · 10−3mbar (3.10)
It is assumed that the rest atmosphere consisted of normal air. The leak rate of the
vacuum furnace has been determined as qL = 2 · 10−5mbar · l/s, and the partial pressure
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due to this leakage was:
pL = qL · t
VR
(3.11)
With the volume of the vacuum furnace VR = 13.1l and leak time of t = 5h an oxygen
partial pressure of 2.7 ·10−2mbar was caused by leakage. Hence, the total oxygen partial
pressure in Argon atmosphere was about 2.8 · 10−2mbar at the end of the annealing and
mainly determined by the leak rate.
In a vacuum of pvac = 2 · 10−5mbar the oxygen partial pressure was p(O2)vac = 4 ·
10−6mbar. Leakage had not been taken into account here since the vacuum furnace was
continuously evacuated.
For Ar-5%H2 the oxygen partial pressure was reduced by the formation of H2O. The
equilibrium constant of this reaction is 1040(bar)−1/2 at 300K [98]. At the annealing
temperature of 1400K the equilibrium constant can be calculated with [98]:
ln
(
K2
K1
)
= −∆H
0
R
(
1
T2
− 1
T1
)
(3.12)
Here R is the molar gas constant, and ∆H0 = −242kJ · mol−1 [98] is the standard
enthalpy of H2O. According to Eq. (3.12) the oxygen partial pressure in Ar-5%H2
should be p(O2)Ar−5%H2 = 4 · 10−20mbar. However, the atmosphere was not changed
during annealing and thus much of the Hydrogen will have been lost, e.g. by reactions
with the surfaces of the furnace. So the exact oxygen partial pressure is not known for
forming gas. At least it will have been lower than for the pure Argon atmosphere.
The differences in oxygen partial pressure are hence p(O2)vac < p(O2)Ar−5%H2 < p(O2)Ar
and follow the same trend as the occurrence of AGG. Thus, with increased oxidation
of the material AGG can be effectively reduced. The influence of the atmosphere on
normal grain growth also scaled with the estimated oxygen partial pressure (see Table
3.7). Therefore, normal and abnormal grain growth are both reduced by oxidation.
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Parameter Ni-5at.%W
Q [eV] 1.25 [99]
γGB [J/m
2] 0.9 (Section 5.1)
ǫ [J/m2] γGB/2 = 0.45 [68]
h [A˚] 2.021
Table 3.9.: Material parameters for the fit of the annealing twin density development
with Eq. (2.21).
3.5.2. Annealing Twins
Cold rolled Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 was annealed between 850◦C and 1110◦C for 15min
to determine the influence of annealing temperature and grain size on the formation of
annealing twins. The annealing twin line density was measured with the line intercept
method, similar to grain size measurements. A decrease of annealing twin density with
temperature was observed (Figure 3.30). At the same time the mean grain size increased
virtually linearly with the annealing temperature from 18µm to 25µm.
Gleiter assumed in his model (Eq. (2.21)) that the dominant driving force for grain
boundary migration is caused by the grain boundary curvature after Eq. (2.16). The
driving force per atom is obtained by ∆G0/ρat, where ρat = 8.7 · 1028m−3 is the mean
atomistic density of Ni-5at.%W. Other material parameters of Ni-5at.%W (or pure Ni
if no other data was available) that were used to fit Eq. (2.21) to the experimental data
are summarized in Table 3.9.
With the Gleiter Equation (2.21) a very good description of the development of annealing
twin density with temperature and grain size could be achieved. Beside a scaling factor
the only used fitting parameter was the stacking fault energy. The observed linear
dependency of grain size on temperature was also included. For the best fit a value of
γSF = 50.7± 2.7mJ/m2 was found.
The Eq. (2.22) of Pande et al. could not be fit to the data, as it assumes an increase
and not a decrease of annealing twin density with grain size. The logarithmic term
in the denominator of Eq. (2.21) is often omitted because it is assumed to be much
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Figure 3.30.: Development of annealing twin density of Ni-5at.%W. (a) Temperature
and grain size dependency. The solid line is a fit to the data with Eq.
(2.21) and the dashed line with Eq. (2.22). The material was cold rolled
to ǫ = 3.4 and annealed in 500mbar Ar-5%H2 for 15min. (b) Prior plastic
strain dependency. The solid lines are fits with Eq. (2.21) for different
mean grain boundary energy distributions. The samples were annealed at
1100◦C for 15min in 500mbar Ar.
smaller than the activation energy for grain boundary motion Q. But in many cases this
argument is not justified [100]. For some annealing conditions the logarithmic term can
even be larger than the activation energy Q. For example for an annealing temperature
of 1100◦C and a grain size of 15µm the logarithmic term yields:
kT ln
(
2γGB
αd · kT
)
= −1.33eV, (3.13)
which is a larger absolute value than Q = 1.25eV .
The annealing twin density was also determined from Ni-5at.%W specimens with dif-
ferent amounts of cold rolling, i.e. textures. The data in Figure 3.30b shows a decrease
of annealing twin density with prior plastic strain ǫ. Li et al. [100] included the plastic
strain ǫ via the driving force ∆G0 into the model of Gleiter:
∆G0 = (
4γ
d
)(1 + C · ǫ2) (3.14)
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where C is a constant. With this approach the annealing twin density would increase with
strain in contrast to the observed trend for Ni-5at.%W. Also the reason for multiplying
the deformation term C · ǫ2 with the grain boundary energy term is not clearly stated
by Li et al. [100].
Another approach would be to consider the change of the mean grain boundary energy γ¯
of specimens with different plastic strains, i.e. textures. As shown in the sections before
the texture and thus the grain boundary energy distribution changed drastically with the
amount of cold rolling. From ODF texture measurements the misorientation distribution
was calculated and then used to derive the average grain boundary energy after the Read-
Shockley Eq. (2.15) for specimens with different prior plastic strain ǫ. The energy of
HAGBs was estimated as the energy of a LAGB at Θ = 15◦. For the calculation of
grain boundary energies material parameters at the actual annealing temperature had
to be applied: At T = 20◦C the Burgers vector is b = 0.25nm and the Poisson ratio
ν = 0.304 [81] for pure Ni and G = 89.5GPa was measured in Ni-5at.%W. At the
annealing temperature T = 1100◦C the shear modulus decreased to G ≈ 47.7GPa [101]
and the Burgers vector increased to b = 0.254nm [102] due to thermal expansion. Figure
3.31 shows the grain boundary energy change with misorientation calculated with these
parameters. At 1100◦C the grain boundary energy is about halved compared to the grain
boundary energy at room temperature. Hayward et al. [103] measured the temperature
dependency of the grain boundary energy in Ni as dγGB/dT ≈ −0.2mJ/(m2 ·◦ C).
For a temperature change of 1100◦C follows ∆γGB ≈ 220mJ/m2, which is less than
predicted from the Read-Shockley Eq. (2.15) (∆γGB ≈ 700mJ/m2) but still confirms
the magnitude of the temperature dependency of the grain boundary energy. In Figure
3.30b the decrease of annealing twin density with strain was fitted with Eq. (2.21).
For these fits the grain boundary energy change with strain, i.e. with texture intensity,
was parametrized from the texture of specimens after recrystallization and grain growth
annealing, respectively. Also a mean distribution was applied to estimate the grain
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Figure 3.31.: Grain boundary energy distribution calculated after Eq. (2.15) at room
temperature and at 1100◦C. For grain boundary angles > 15◦ the energy
was assumed to stay constant.
boundary energy of the intermediate microstructure where grain growth actually took
place. With this approach a good description of the development of annealing twin
density with strain, i.e. texture, could be achieved.
3.6. Recovery and Heating Rate
To study the influence of a prior recovery annealing on recrystallization Ni-5at.%W spec-
imens at ǫ = 3.4 were annealed at 450◦C, 550◦C and 650◦C for 2h and then subjected
to a high temperature annealing at 1100◦C for 30min. For comparison identical spec-
imens underwent the high temperature annealing only. The results in Table 3.10 show
that a recovery annealing prior to recrystallization led to a slight increase of the Cube
volume fraction. The smaller Cube volume fractions after 450◦C annealing were caused
by an inaccurate temperature measurement inside the furnace, while at 650◦C already
recrystallization set in. For the latter case the increase of the Cube volume fraction was
most pronounced. Thus, a two-step annealing process with a low temperature stage for
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T1 [
◦C] T2 [◦C] Cube Fraction [%]
450 1100 57.4
- 1100 56.3
550 1100 64.0
- 1100 63.2
650 1100 68.6
- 1100 63.8
Table 3.10.: Cube volume fractions of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 annealed at lower temper-
atures to initiate recovery and at higher temperatures for recrystallization
and grain growth. For comparison also Cube volume fractions of specimens
without the low temperature annealing are given.
recrystallization and a high temperature stage for grain growth appears beneficial for the
Cube texture development. A positive effect of a two-step annealing on the sharpness of
the Cube texture in Ni-5at.%W has been already reported by other authors [104; 105].
To investigate the influence of the heating rate on texture formation annealing with
different heating rates up to a final temperature of 1100◦C were performed with an
annealing simulator (Figure 3.32). The texture sharpness was found to decrease with
increasing heating rate. This decrease was caused by the reduction of the heat input
with increasing heating rate, which will be demonstrated in the following. To calculate
the effective heat input Ieff the annealing temperature was weighted with a Boltzmann
factor and integrated over the annealing time:
Ieff =
∫ t
0
T (t) · exp
(−Q
kT
)
dt. (3.15)
Two different activation energies had to be considered for the temperature ranges where
recrystallization (QRX = 1.75eV , see Figure 3.11) or grain growth (QGG = 1.25eV [99])
occurred. With the recrystallization parameters determined in Section 3.4 can be esti-
mated that Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 is completely recrystallized after annealing for 5min
at 813◦C. With QRX = 1.75eV Eq. (3.15) yields Ieff = 0.002Ks for such an annealing
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Figure 3.32.: (a) Change of Cube volume fraction and the effective heat input with
heating rate of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4. The final temperature of 1100◦C
was hold for 15min for each specimen. (b) Temperature time curves for
the simulation of continuous annealing treatments.
T1 [
◦C] T2 [◦C] Program Cube Fraction [%] Grain Size [µm] Ieff [Ks]
800 1000 short 47.8 15.3 2.1
800 1000 long 66.6 17.8 6.8
800 1100 short 54.5 15.4 4.7
650 1100 long 67.2 18.7 13.5
700 1100 long 66.2 20.6 13.9
800 1100 long 72.8 21.6 14.4
850 1100 long 71.9 16.5 15.8
800 1200 short 72.8 26.2 12.4
700 1200 long 80.8 29.3 34.4
800 1200 long 80.4 26.6 35.4
Table 3.11.: Annealing results for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 with temperature time curves
similar to an industrial continuous annealing line. The short annealing
program took about 5min and in the long program the low and high tem-
perature (T1 & T2) were both hold for 5min longer.
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treatment. For the calculation of the total effective heat input the activation energy QGG
was applied when this value of Ieff was reached and hence recrystallization completed.
The experimental temperature-time curves of the annealing simulator were integrated
as described above to derive the effective heat input of annealing with different heating
rates. As can be seen from Figure 3.32 the calculated effective heating rate correlates
with the observed decrease of the Cube volume fraction. The heating rate had thus only
an influence on the development of Cube grains if it changed the effective heat input.
To clarify if a continuous annealing treatment under industrial production conditions is
possible, further annealing simulations were carried out. Heat treatments in a continuous
annealing line would lead to a more homogeneous temperature distribution compared
to the batch annealing of a coil and would probably also improve the surface quality of
the sheet [106].
An original temperature-time curve of a specimen pulled through the continuous anneal-
ing furnace of VDM was reproduced with an annealing simulator (see Figure 3.32b). The
temperatures and the dwelling times of the low and high temperature annealing stages
were varied in order to optimize the annealing conditions for the development of a sharp
Cube texture. Table 3.11 summarizes the results of XRD and grain size measurements
and also the calculated effective heat input. Slight oxidation of the specimens could
not be avoided in the annealing simulator which probably reduced the Cube volume
fractions to some extent. Nevertheless, the Cube texture fractions reached 80.8% and
were thus comparable to those obtained with a batch annealing process. With anneal-
ing temperatures above 1100◦C or with longer holding times compared to the original
VDM process a sharp Cube texture can indeed be achieved with a continuous annealing
treatment.
To reach a Cube fraction over 70% an effective heat input of more than 10Ks was
necessary. From this value the temperatures and dwelling times of appropriate heat
treatments for Ni-5at.%W can be estimated. For example, an annealing at 1000◦C has
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to take a least ≈ 12min to result in a sufficiently sharp Cube texture. A higher tempera-
ture than 800◦C for the first annealing stage led to a reduced Cube fraction and a smaller
mean grain size. At this temperature recrystallization is completed in less than 3min
which reduced the nucleation advantage of Cube grains and thus reduced their volume
fraction and mean grain size. If it is assumed that the faster nucleation of Cube grains is
connected with a lower activation energy and thus a shorter recrystallization time, then
higher annealing temperatures will reduce the differences of the recrystallization times
according to Eq. (2.11):
tRX1 − tRX2 ∝ exp
(
Q1
kT
)
− exp
(
Q2
kT
)
(3.16)
⇒ δ
δT
(
tRX1 − tRX2
) ∝ Q1 −Q2
k · T 2 ·
(
exp
(
Q1
kT
)
− exp
(
Q2
kT
))
(3.17)
This explains why a lower recrystallization temperature can increase the sharpness of
the Cube texture as the differences of the nucleation kinetics are more pronounced. Like
the recovery annealing this result shows again that a two-step annealing treatment is
beneficial. The optimal temperature for the first annealing stage for recrystallization is
700-800◦C and for the second grain growth annealing stage 1100-1200◦C.
The mean grain size showed a similar increase as the Cube volume fraction. A grain size
of more than 20µm correlated with a Cube volume fraction of more than 70%. Only for
these cases the grains grew sufficiently large to effectively increase the Cube texture. For
the highest first stage temperature of 850◦C a relatively small grain size of 16.5µm was
found. Again, this can be explained with the reduction of the Cube nucleation advantage
at higher temperatures as the Cube grains have no time to grow to a larger size before
they impinge with recrystallized grains of other orientations. Hence, the size advantage
of the Cube grains for the grain growth process is reduced by a too high recrystallization
temperature.
In conclusion continuous annealing of Ni-5at.%W is possible albeit technically chal-
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lenging because of the slow pulling speed and the high temperatures which would be
necessary. A two-step annealing process with a low temperature stage to allow recrys-
tallization to proceed slowly can improve the final Cube texture.
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4.1. Cold Rolling
4.1.1. Three Internal Variables Model
The three internal variables model (3IVM) is a dislocation based work hardening model
for subgrain forming metals [107; 108]. Via a calculation of the generation, annihilation
and immobilization of dislocations stress-strain curves and hence the work hardening
behavior can be simulated.
Three different types of edge and screw dislocations are considered in the model: mobile
and immobile dislocations and dislocations in cell walls. Possible dislocation interactions
include annihilation of dislocations with anti-parallel Burgers vectors, lock formation and
dipole formation. Obstacles for dislocation glide like precipitates, cell walls and forest
dislocations are also implemented by the application of an effective slip length Leff .
To derive a parameter set that can describe the work hardening of Ni-5at.%W the ex-
perimental stress strain curves from Section 3.2.1 were fitted with the 3IVM by applying
a Monte Carlo approach.
The stress-strain curves in Figure 4.1 show a good agreement of the 3IVM fit with
the experimental data. But the fitting parameters exhibited a rather large scatter for
similarly good fits. For example, the activation energy for dislocation climb, which is
equal to the activation energy of self-diffusion, found with these fits was in a range of
1.1-2.7eV . For pure Ni an activation energy of self-diffusion of 2.9eV can be found in
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Figure 4.1.: Comparison of stress-strain curves from a compression test at room temper-
ature of Ni-5at.%W and a fit with the 3IVM.
the literature [109]. This scatter can be attributed to the small amount of input data
for these fits. Additional stress-strain curves for different deformation temperatures or
different micro-chemistry should reduce this scatter.
The parameters derived from these fits were used in combined GIA-3IVM simulations
of the deformation texture development to account for the work hardening behavior at
the high strains and strain rates which occurred during cold rolling of Ni-5at.%W. A
combined GIA-3IVM simulation also estimates a more realistic dislocation density for
each grain as GIA simulations alone. This dislocation density can then act as driving
force in subsequent simulations of recrystallization.
4.1.2. Grain Interaction Model
The grain interaction (GIA) model is an extended Taylor model for the simulation of
deformation textures [110; 111]. In Taylor models the activated slip systems during
deformation of a grain are determined by a minimization of dislocation slip activity
after Eq. (2.3). The activation of a slip system depends on the orientation relative
to the external stress tensor. Thus, the texture prediction for a polycrystal with such
models depends only on the initial texture, the crystal structure and the deformation
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conditions.
The GIA model takes further work hardening and grain size into account. This is done by
extending the Taylor model to clusters of eight grains and by considering the interactions
between these grains. The interaction is implemented by the generation of geometrically
necessary dislocations (GNDs) which compensate strain incompatibilities between the
grains of each cluster [110]:
Etot =
8∑
n=1
∑
sn
(τn |γsn|) +
∑
GBs,IFs
EGND = min (4.1)
Here the first term is the summed Taylor energy of the eight grains of a cluster and the
second term contains the formation energy of GNDs at grain boundaries and interfaces.
Through the dependence of EGND on Burgers vector, shear modulus and grain size
these material parameters influence the deformation texture development which leads
to a more realistic texture description [112]. In some cases Eq. (4.1) yields several
equivalent minimums (Taylor ambiguity) and the activated set of slip systems is chosen
randomly from these minimal solutions. The input material parameters for Ni-5at.%W
used for the GIA simulations are summarized in Table 4.1. They were either determined
experimentally from Ni-5at.%W hot band or taken from the literature (only values for
pure Ni were available). For the simulations the original rolling sequence from the
production of the Ni-5at.%W sheets was used as deformation path. Each single rolling
pass was divided into steps of ∆ǫ = 0.025 to ensure sufficient statistics. As often observed
with Taylor models also the GIA model tends to overestimate the texture sharpness
(Figure 4.2). Partly this overestimation was caused by the high dislocation density after
deformation which causes incoherent x-ray scattering. Therefore, deformation textures
measured with XRD appear generally less intense as they actually are (see also section
3.4).
To further improve the agreement with experimentally observed rolling textures Engler
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Figure 4.2.: ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-sections of simulated rolling textures at ǫ =3.4.
(a) Measured with XRD. Simulated with the GIA model with (b) no shear
fluctuations, (c) halved shear fluctuations, (d) shear fluctuations after Eq.
(4.2) and (e) shear fluctuations and 3IVM as work hardening model. The
levels of the iso-intensity lines are 2-5-7.5-10-15-25-30-35.
Parameter Value
b [A˚] 2.50
G [GPa] 89.5
d [µm] 10
T [◦C] 50
Thermal coeff. of G [GPa/K] −3.56 · 10−2[101]
Thermal expansion coeff. [1/K] 1.34 · 10−5[102]
Table 4.1.: Material parameters for GIA simulations. The grain size was considered to
be isotropic.
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Copper [%] S [%] Brass [%] Goss [%] ρ
Experiment 10.1 14.2 12.7 2.0 -
GIA, no shear 11.3 21.3 26.2 0.3 0.72
GIA, half shear 9.6-10.1 19.4-21.1 26.4-27.1 0.3-0.7 0.71
GIA, shear 10.2-11.6 19.3-20.0 19.4-20.6 0.5-0.6 0.53
GIA, shear & 3IVM 20.8-23.9 22.9-24.4 7.6-8.1 0.3 1.16
Table 4.2.: Comparison of measured volume fractions of rolling texture components with
those derived from GIA simulations. ρ is a quantitative measure for the
similarity of measured and simulated ODFs. For the simulations with random
strain fluctuations a range between three different runs is given.
[113] proposed to deviate from the ideal plane strain condition and to allow random
shear strains. The strain tensor then takes the form:
ǫ = ǫ ·


1± 0.1 ±0.3 . . . 0.15 ±0.6 . . . 0.75
±0.3 . . . 0.15 2 · ±0.1 ±0.4
±0.6 . . . 0.75 ±0.4 −1± 0.1

 (4.2)
These random shear strains are comparably large, but their ranges were chosen according
to CP-FEM simulation results [114]. The same CP-FEM simulations showed also that
ǫ12 is increasing and ǫ13 is decreasing with strain.
With XRD residual shear stresses were measured in Ni-5at.%W after cold rolling:
σ =


−123 47 0
47 −66 0
0 0 ?

MPa (4.3)
The stress component in ND, σ33, is generally not accessible with XRD measurements
in the RD-TD plane and the Ni-5at.%W sheet at ǫ = 3.4 was too thin for measurements
in other planes. A comparison of the measured residual strains in x and xy direction,
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Figure 4.3.: Volume fractions (a) and β-fiber plots (b) of ODFs simulated with GIA for
different strains.
with respect to the elasticity tensor in the cold rolled state (see Section 3.2.2), yields:
γxy
ǫx
=
τxy/Gxy
σx/Ex
=
47/73
123/235
= 1.2 (4.4)
This is about four times the maximal value of γxy
ǫx
= 0.33 in Eq. (4.2). Therefore, the
range of the shear fluctuations can be considered reasonable. In sum the shear fluctua-
tions of all simulation steps will be close to zero and the measured residual strain is just
a snapshot of the whole rolling process.
To quantitatively describe the similarity of experimental and simulated ODFs Van
Houtte et al. [115] suggested to calculate the normalized texture index ρ of the dif-
ference ODF:
ρ =
∮
(fexp − fsim)2dg∮
f 2expdg
, (4.5)
where fexp and fsim are the experimental and simulated ODF, respectively. The value
of ρ depended also on the resolution used for the ODF calculations, which differed for
experimental and simulated texture data. It would be possible to enhance the similarity
of the ODFs by changing these resolutions independently but this would not allow for
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ǫ ρ ǫ ρ
0.51 0.202 1.9 0.39
0.87 0.259 2.3 0.37
1.02 0.261 2.7 0.41
1.21 0.311 3.4 0.56
1.6 0.258
Table 4.3.: Similarity parameter ρ between experimental and ODFs simulated with GIA
for different strains.
meaningful comparisons. Therefore, resolutions of 3.5◦ for experimental ODFs and 3◦
for simulated ODFs were used for all calculations. In Table 4.2 results from GIA simula-
tions with different strain tensors are compared in means of texture volume fractions and
similarity parameters ρ. Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding ODF-sections. While the
relative distributions of ODF intensities were similar in all cases, the absolute intensities
clearly differed. A reduction of random strain fluctuations led to an increased deviation
between simulated and experimental textures, especially for the Brass orientation. Thus,
for all subsequent recrystallization texture simulations GIA results with a strain tensor
after Eq. (4.2) were used. The randomization of strain tensors led also to a certain
randomization of the texture results. The texture volume fractions for three different
GIA runs had a maximal deviation of ±2%, which was still in an acceptable range.
The work hardening behavior can be included into the GIA model either empirically
with the Voce Eq. (3.5) or via the 3IVM. With the 3IVM generally too large frac-
tions of Copper and too small fractions of Brass orientations were simulated. Thus, for
further simulations of recrystallization texture the Voce Eq. (3.5) with the parameters
determined in Section 3.2.1 was used to describe work hardening.
With the Voce equation (3.5) and random strain fluctuations the deformation textures
for the same strains that have been investigated experimentally in Section 3.3 were
also simulated. The evolution of the main texture volume fractions and β-fiber intensi-
ties are given in Figure 4.3 and in Table 4.3 the corresponding similarity parameters are
listed. The simulated texture development was in good agreement with the development
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observed with XRD measurements, although the deviations increased with increasing
strain. At the highest strain of ǫ = 3.4 a sudden decrease of rolling texture volume
fractions was observed in the experiments which was not reproduced by the simulations.
Also the increasing dip in the experimental β-fibers at φ2 = 70
◦ was not present in the
simulated textures. These discrepancies may be attributed to microstructural effects at
higher strains like shear banding, grain fragmentation or deformation twinning which
are not accounted for in the GIA model.
Altogether the development of Ni-5at.%W rolling textures could be reproduced well with
the GIA model.
4.2. Recrystallization
To simulate recrystallization textures the statistical recrystallization texture (StaRT)
model was applied, which simulates the growth of recrystallization nuclei into deformed
matrix grains [55].
At the beginning of the simulation each nucleus grows into one single deformed grain.
The driving force is assumed to be the dislocation density of the deformed grains after
Eq. (2.7). Compared to the deformed grains the dislocation densities of the nuclei are
assumed to be negligible. The dislocation density is either taken directly from a previous
GIA-3IVM simulation or indirectly from the correlation between the stored dislocation
density and the Taylor factor [57].
The grain boundary mobility of the growing grain depends on the misorientation between
the nuclei and the deformed matrix grain. Boundaries close to 40◦〈111〉 are expected
to have the highest relative mobility of m = 1.0 compared to HAGBs with m = 0.2,
whereas LAGBs are considered to be immobile.
When a growing recrystallized grain reaches the smallest dimension of the deformed grain
the growth mode can be changed to a compromise growth where each grain grows into
several matrix grains with an average mobility based on its average misorientation. The
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Figure 4.4.: ODF in φ2 = 0
◦, 45◦, 65◦-sections of different nuclei textures (left) and ac-
cording recrystallization textures simulated with StaRT (right). (a) Inverse
simulation, ρ = 0.36. (b) Experimental nuclei texture, ρ = 0.58. (c) ReNuc
model, ρ = 1.01.
nuclei texture is of crucial importance for the simulation of recrystallization textures. It
can be derived with the recrystallization nuclei (ReNuc) model based on the output of
a previous GIA-3IVM simulation. In this model the nucleation frequency at transition
bands, shear bands and grain boundaries is estimated from the ingrain misorientation,
the amount of shear relaxation and the number of active slip systems, respectively. For
further details of the ReNuc model see Reference [110].
Another approach to derive the nuclei texture is an inverse simulation where the nuclei
texture is calculated which would be necessary to simulate a given recrystallization tex-
ture with the StaRT model [55].
As a third option the nuclei texture can also be determined experimentally, e.g. from
the EBSD measurements in Section 3.4.2.
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In Figure 4.4 the nucleation textures and simulated recrystallization textures derived
with inverse simulation, experimental nucleation texture and the ReNuc model are com-
pared. For the initial deformation texture the output of a GIA simulation (GIA-3IVM
for the ReNuc model) for a plastic strain of ǫ = 3.4 and with random shear fluctua-
tions was used. The best agreement with ρ = 0.361 could be achieved with the inverse
simulation, which is not surprising, as it was essentially a fit to the experimental recrys-
tallization texture.
The recrystallization texture by inverse modeling consisted of 51% Cube, 9% RD-rotated
Cube and 2% S/R. With the experimental nuclei texture a recrystallization texture with
34.1% Cube, 14.5% RD-rotated Cube and 12% S/R was predicted, which was less simi-
lar to the experimental one (ρ = 0.582).
The ReNuc model clearly failed in estimating a Cube nucleation texture for Ni-5at.%W
based on the results of a previous GIA-3IVM simulation. This model was developed
with a focus on aluminum alloys which often exhibit a high Cube volume fraction in the
hot band texture. After cold rolling and annealing this initial Cube texture is restored
by recrystallization which is also known as the texture memory effect [110]. The GIA
model predicts that the largest misorientation gradients develop inside the initial Cube
grains which are thus considered as favorite sites for nucleation from transition bands
[112]. Nucleation from transition bands is assumed in the ReNuc model to produce
nuclei close to the initial grain orientation.
For Ni-5at.%W these assumptions could not be applied as only a very small Cube vol-
ume fraction existed in the hot band texture prior to cold rolling. Bhattacharjee et
al. [116] demonstrated experimentally, that a high fraction of Cube texture before cold
rolling in Ni-5at.%W actually led to a weak Cube recrystallization texture. This was
attributed to the LAGBs between Cube and adjacent RD-rotated Cube deformation
bands which suppressed nucleation of Cube grains. The highest ingrain misorientation
gradients simulated with the GIA model for Ni-5at.%W actually built up in grains with
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the inverse Goss orientation (φ1 = 90
◦, Φ = 45◦, φ2 = 0◦), followed by the P orienta-
tion (φ1 = 65
◦, Φ = 45◦, φ2 = 0◦), Cube orientation and TD-rotated Cube orientation.
Thus, for the Cube orientation in Ni-5at.%W no significant nucleation advantage was
predicted by the ReNuc model. The different influence of an initial Cube texture before
cold rolling in aluminum and Ni-5at.%W indicates that nucleation in these two metals
proceeds differently. The nucleation advantage of the Cube orientation in Ni-5at.%W
can be assumed to be more pronounced than in aluminum. Since very few Cube grains
in the hot band texture led to a dominant Cube texture after recrystallization.
The small intensity spikes in the ODF sections of the experimental nuclei texture in
Figure 4.4b were a discretization artifact. For the StaRT simulations ODFs had to be
converted into a list of discrete orientations, which is problematic for sharp textures.
Good discretization results could be achieved with the ODF sampling method devel-
oped by Eisenlohr et al. [117]. This algorithm was thus used for most ODF conversions
for StaRT and also grain growth simulations.
A change of the growth mode to a compromise growth and the resulting growth selection
led to rotation of the Cube texture towards RD which was not observed in experimental
recrystallization textures. As the misorientation distribution of the Cube nuclei is rather
narrow (see Figure 3.21a) the texture evolution is less influenced by a change of grain
boundary mobilities during nuclei growth [55]. Furthermore, no special neighborhood
relation of recrystallized nuclei was found in the microtexture (Section 3.4.2) and a sta-
tistical growth of nuclei inside one deformation component can be assumed to reproduce
the growth process accurately [55]. The compromise growth mode was hence not used
for the StaRT simulations presented here.
As the Cube grains were found experimentally to nucleate first during recrystallization
a delay function was implemented in the StaRT model to include this observation. With
this function only certain orientations were allowed to grow up to a user defined recrys-
tallized fraction. After this threshold was reached, all other nuclei orientations were
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Figure 4.5.: Recrystallization textures simulated with StaRT for different delays of non-
Cube orientations. The deformation texture was taken from a previous GIA
simulation and the nuclei texture from EBSD measurements. (a) Volume
fractions. The dashed lines are the corresponding experimental volume frac-
tions measured with XRD. (b) Comparison of experimental and simulated
recrystallization kinetics for a 10% delay of non-Cube orientations. (c) Sim-
ilarity parameter ρ.
also allowed to grow. The application of this delay function corresponds to a shorter
recrystallization time of Cube orientations compared to other orientations as observed
experimentally in Section 3.4.1.
Figure 4.5 shows the increase of Cube texture with increasing nucleation delay of non-
Cube orientations. The too high fractions of RD-rotated Cube and S/R could be sig-
nificantly reduced with this method but even at a threshold of 50% they still remained
higher than in the experimental texture. The minimum of the similarity parameter ρ was
reached for a recrystallization threshold of 30%. This value seems too high compared to
the nucleation textures measured with EBSD. In these EBSD maps the recrystallized
area fraction was always below 10% but already other orientations beside Cube were
found in the nuclei texture. For further simulations of grain growth the recrystallization
was simulated with a delay threshold of 10%, as the simulated Cube volume fraction
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for this value was closest to the experimental one. The comparison of the experimental
and simulated texture development for a 10% threshold in Figure 4.5b shows a rather
good agreement, albeit the simulated rolling texture fractions were slightly higher and
the Cube fraction at the end of recrystallization was slightly lower than the experimen-
tal texture. The too high fractions of S/R and RD-rotated Cube orientations in the
experimental nuclei texture may also be a result of a not ideal determination criteria for
identifying nuclei from EBSD data.
If a constant mobility independent of the misorientation angle was used in the simula-
tions, i.e. no oriented growth was allowed, then the effect on the simulated recrystalliza-
tion texture was rather small. The Cube volume fraction actually increased in this case
to 48.1% as the simulated recrystallization texture was closer to the experimental nuclei
texture with a Cube volume fraction of 54.8%. Thus, oriented growth seemed even to
reduce the Cube volume fraction.
4.3. Grain Growth
Grain growth simulations were performed with a two dimensional vertex model devel-
oped by L. Barrales Mora et al. [118]. As input for this model first an artificial grain
microstructure was constructed with a Voronoi tessellation. For grain growth simu-
lations of Ni-5at.%W the grain size distribution was taken from EBSD measurements
after primary recrystallization. Generally, EBSD data can also be input directly into
the model but then crystallographic twins and special features or measurement artifacts
like small grains inside of other grains have to be removed manually. Because of the
extensive formation of annealing twins in Ni-5at.%W this route was not followed.
The artificial grain network was then filled with orientations which were taken from a
previous StaRT simulation. The boundary network was then discretized into points and
equations of motion (Eq. (2.14)) were solved for each of these points. If the movement
of the discrete points shorted a grain boundary below a critical value it was deleted.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6.: Simulated microstructures. The deeper a grain is colored blue, the closer its
orientation is to the ideal Cube orientation. (a) Initial microstructure before
grain growth. (b) Microstructure at the onset of AGG. (c) Microstructure
with abnormally grown grains.
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Figure 4.7.: Simulated grain growth kinetics of Cube (dotted lines) and non-Cube (solid
lines) grains for different mLAGB/mHAGB ratios.
To preserve the topological restrains of the microstructure restoration operations of the
network were performed whenever triple junctions moved to close to each other.
The mobilities of grain boundaries were set similar as in the StaRT model with the ex-
ception of LAGBs, which had 10% of the mobility of HAGBs. The mobility of HAGBs
was set to m = 10−13m4/Js in accordance with experiments for Ni-5at.%W (Section
3.5).
As driving force for the simulation the reduction of grain boundary curvature after Eq.
(2.16) was used. The energy of HAGBs was set to γ = 0.9J/m2, as estimated in section
5.1, and the energy of LAGBs was calculated by Eq. (2.15). The exact kinetic of grain
growth depends on driving force and grain boundary mobility. Since both factors were
not exactly known for Ni-5at.%W the simulated grain sizes and growth times could not
accurately match the experimental values. To account for the experimental observation
that after recrystallization Cube grains were on average larger than grains of other ori-
entations a bimodal grain size distribution was implemented into the model. As the
StaRT model yielded no information about recrystallized grain sizes both distributions
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were determined from EBSD maps after recrystallization. The mean diameter of Cube
grains was set to 6.4µm and of non-Cube grains to 3.9µm. With the application of this
bimodal size distribution the simulated Cube volume fraction increased from 8.7% to
81.7% and the texture similarity parameter ρ decreased from 0.97 to 0.58.
Microstructures from different stages of a simulation are shown in Figure 4.6. At some
point of the simulation few grains grew very fast and attained an abnormal size. This ab-
normal grain growth phenomenon was also observed experimentally (see Section 3.5.1).
Since most of these abnormal grains had a non-Cube orientation AGG has to be avoided
in order to reach a sharp Cube texture. The onset of AGG thus imposed an intrinsic
stop condition to the grain growth simulations: When the mean grain size of non-Cube
grains reached the mean size of Cube grains the simulation was stopped.
As long as normal grain growth proceeds the larger Cube grains will continue to grow,
albeit slowly, and the texture will sharpen further. Thus, a sharper texture can be
achieved with an extended normal grain growth phase. The influence of several pa-
rameters on the range of the normal grain growth phase was investigated. Changing
the mobility only changed the simulation time when AGG set in but not the critical
mean grain size. A change of grain boundary energy had no effect on the simulation
time or the grain size where AGG set in. Only the ratio between low and high angle
grain boundary mobilities mLAGB/mHAGB affected the onset of AGG. The higher this
ratio was, the larger was the mean grain size at the beginning of AGG. With the mean
grain size increased also the Cube volume fraction since more normal grain growth could
take place. For mLAGB/mHAGB > 0.3 AGG was completely suppressed (Figure 4.7). In
Table 4.4 results of grain growth simulations with different mobility ratios are sum-
marized. As the normal grain growth regime was extended by larger mLAGB/mHAGB
ratios Cube fraction and grain size increased. The smallest similarity parameter ρ was
found for mLAGB/mHAGB = 0.25. For higher mobility ratios ρ increased again as the
simulated texture became too sharp compared to the experiment. The optimal value of
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mLAGB/mHAGB Cube (ODF) [%] Cube (EBSD) [%] ρ Grain Size [µm]
0.1 81.7 94.7 0.126 10.0
0.125 83.0 95.8 0.124 10.5
0.175 86.2 98.1 0.111 14.2
0.25 89.5 99.6 0.110 22.2
0.3 91.9 100 0.154 29.0
Experiment 81.1 91.8 - 30.9
Table 4.4.: Results of grain growth simulations with different mLAGB/mHAGB ratios.
The volume fractions were calculated either directly from the simulated grain
orientations or from an ODF estimated from these grain orientations.
mLAGB/mHAGB thus was in a range of 0.175-0.25. The lower volume fractions from the
ODF calculations compared to the fractions calculated from the grain areas were caused
by the already mentioned ODF smoothing effect; more details on this are given in Ap-
pendix A. By applying a bimodal size distribution and increasing the mLAGB/mHAGB
ratio, the texture change during grain growth could be simulated in good agreement
with experimental results.
4.3.1. Abnormal Grain Growth
This section is based on already published results [97]. To evaluate if some orientations
are more prone to AGG than others grain growth simulations were performed. The
starting microtexture was constructed from EBSD measurements of a sample after high
temperature annealing, where normal grain growth already had slowed down but AGG
not yet set in. In each starting microstructure 400 grains were added with an orientation
of a typical Ni-5at.%W texture component within a 10◦ spread.
In Figure 4.8 the grain growth kinetics of the added special orientations are shown. All
orientations could grow much faster than the Cube matrix. The growth kinetics were
very similar for all orientations with the exception of the S orientation which grew faster
during the first third of the simulation. This can be attributed to the high mobility of
the 40◦〈111〉 grain boundary between S oriented grains and the Cube matrix.
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Figure 4.8.: Simulated grain growth kinetics of different orientations in a Cube textured
matrix.
Still, the abnormal growth of a grain is a rare event, out of several hundred grains with
a mobile HAGB only around a dozen will grow abnormally. A comparison of small and
large, i.e. abnormal, grain populations with a HAGB relative to the Cube matrix grains
showed, that their texture is in most cases similar to each other. The main texture com-
ponent of the small grains is also the main texture component of the abnormal grains
and also minor texture components can be found in both populations. One exception
are the Cube grains rotated 22◦ around RD, which are often found in the population
of small grains but occurred less frequent, and sometimes not at all, in the large grain
population. This was caused by their rather small mean misorientation of 18.9◦ relative
to the matrix. About 15% of the RD-rotated Cube grains had a LAGB boundary with
a low mobility and therefore they tended less to AGG.
The simulations revealed that for AGG to occur it is only of importance that a HAGB
exits between the abnormally growing grain and the Cube orientation. No growth ad-
vantage of one special orientation could be found. This explains why the texture of the
abnormally large grains resembled the recrystallization texture (except of course for the
Cube matrix orientation).
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4.4. Parameter Study
In order to find optimized process parameters to further increase the texture sharpness
a parameter study with the simulations described above was performed. The parameter
variation is solely based on the input parameters of the deformation texture simulation
as the influence of different parameters on the recrystallization and grain growth simu-
lations was already discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. All simulations were based on the
best parameters determined in the previous sections.
The results of the parameter study in Table 4.5 show the impact of different GIA input
parameters on the Cube texture sharpness. The variation of the texture sharpness was
very small and no clear trend is obvious, although the simulated rolling texture changed
significantly. As the impact of different amounts of cold rolling on the nucleation texture
could not be determined via simulations only the deformation texture varies. But the
stored dislocation density and the deformation microstructure will be strongly affected
by changes of rolling temperature, initial grain size and strain and thereby also the nu-
cleation texture.
That changes of the deformation texture had no effect on the final texture after recrys-
tallization and grain growth simulations, demonstrates the dominance of the nucleation
process for the texture development. As long as the nucleation behavior was not changed,
the exact composition of the deformation texture was not important for the growth of
Cube grains. One approach to capture the strain dependence of the nucleation texture
is to estimate the frequency and spacing of Cube bands. Duggan and Chung [92] stated
that the morphology of Cube bands in aluminum defines the sharpness of the Cube tex-
ture after recrystallization. Their model was further refined and validated by Samajdar
and Doherty [58]. The average spacing of Cube bands along ND λC,ND can be estimated
as
λC,ND =
d0 exp(ǫ)
αC
=
10µm exp(3.4)
0.012
= 25mm, (4.6)
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d [µm] TRoll [
◦C] ǫ Volume Fractions [%] Cube [%]
Cu S Br (ODF) (EBSD)
10 50 3.4 10.2 19.3 19.4 76.1 94.5
1 50 3.4 26.2 21.3 5.1 76.1 95.1
5 50 3.4 15.3 23.0 13.4 76.6 95.6
20 50 3.4 8.0 16.1 21.8 75.5 94.8
50 50 3.4 6.3 14.2 22.4 76.1 95.2
100 50 3.4 6.3 12.8 22.9 76.0 95.2
500 50 3.4 6.0 12.4 22.7 77.3 96.1
10 200 3.4 10.4 21.8 22.9 77.4 95.8
10 400 3.4 10.5 21.8 20.7 77.8 96.8
10 600 3.4 9.9 20.3 20.3 76.0 94.8
10 50 4.5 12.8 25.9 19.1 77.1 95.8
Table 4.5.: Cube texture after through process simulation with variation of the input
parameters of the GIA model. d is the initial hot band grain size, TRoll the
rolling temperature, ǫ the total plastic strain and Cu, S and Br the simulated
rolling texture components. The Cube volume fractions were calculated di-
rectly from the simulated microstructure after the grain growth simulation
(EBSD) or from the according ODF. The values in the first row are those of
the original cold rolling process.
where d0 is the grain size and αC the Cube volume fraction of the hot band. As the final
thickness of the rolled sheet was 0.1mm only one Cube band is expected along ND.
The grain size along TD was virtually constant during rolling and thus λC,TD ≈ 800µm
which fits to the Cube band spacing in Figure 3.19. For the Cube fraction after recrys-
tallization follows [58]:
αC =
NCdR
λC,TD
=
2 · 10µm
800µm
= 0.025, (4.7)
where NC is the Cube nucleation parameter which corresponds to the number of nuclei
that emerge from a Cube band. NC depends on the ratio between the Cube band width
and thee subgrain size. From Figure 3.19 is seen that the thickness of Cube bands
in TD is ≈ 1 − 2µm. The number of Cube grains the can emerge from a transition
bands depends on the ratio of the The subgrain size of Ni-5at.%W after cold rolling is
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approximately [119]
δ = bK(σ/G)−r ≈ 1µm, (4.8)
where b is the Burgers vector, σ the flow stress, G the shear modulus and typically
r = 1 and K = 10. Thus, the nucleation parameter NC should be on average < 2. Eq.
(4.7) clearly underestimates the Cube volume fraction in Ni-5at.%W and seems not very
suitable to describe the dependency of deformation conditions on Cube nucleation for
Ni-5at.%W .
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In this chapter the experimental and simulation results of the two previous chapters will
be discussed and possibilities to further increase the Cube texture in Ni-5at.%W alloys
will be given.
During cold rolling the initial random texture of the Ni-5at.%W hot band first changed
into a mixed α- and β-fiber texture which transformed at higher strains into a pure
β-fiber texture. The three orientations Brass, S and Copper are the main components of
the β-fiber. These findings are in accordance with the Taylor theory of crystallographic
slip as the Copper and the Brass orientations are the most stable orientations during
plane strain deformation [120; 121; 122]. If a grain rotates by dislocation glide into one
of these orientations it is energetically favorable to retain them. The preference of the
Copper or Brass orientation is determined by the amount of cross slip and thus by the
stacking fault energy [40]. The metastable S orientation lies just in the middle between
Copper and Brass, i.e. rotated by the half misorientation angle about the {110} axis.
For the development of a sharp Cube recrystallization texture in aluminum a strong
S deformation texture is often considered to be essential because of the high mobility
40◦〈111〉 grain boundary between these two orientations [52; 53]. In Ni-5at.%W also
high fractions of Copper and especially Brass texture exist but nevertheless a strong
Cube texture develops. Furthermore, no preferred neighborhood of Cube nuclei and de-
formed grains with the S orientation was found. Experimental data of the misorientation
dependence of the grain boundary mobility for Ni does not seem to exist, but molecular
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dynamics simulations showed no increased mobility for a 40◦〈111〉 misorientation [123].
Thus, for the nucleation of Cube grains in Ni-5at.%W no special orientation relationship
is necessary, only a mobile HAGB between the Cube nuclei and the deformed grains has
to be present. If the stored energy in the deformed microstructure is sufficiently high
and the Cube bands are surrounded by HAGBs the exact deformation texture will not
be of great importance. This independence of the rolling texture was also observed in
the simulations in Section 4.4. Different alloy concentrations will affect the development
of the deformation texture (see Section 2.2.1) but as long as the Cube band formation
is not affected a sharp Cube texture should form in NiW alloys during recrystallization.
The good agreement between the simulated and experimental texture development
showed, that Ni-5at.%W deforms mainly by dislocation glide. For strains ǫ > 3 a
decrease of the rolling texture intensity was observed. Furthermore, the increase of the
Cube recrystallization texture with plastic strain saturated for ǫ > 2.7. Deformation
twinning and shear banding seemed not to have occurred and were also not observed
with transmission electron microscope (TEM) studies by Zimmer et al. [124] in Ni.
They also observed a decrease in texture intensity for ǫ > 3 and identified dynamic
recovery as a possible explanation [124]. Also a fragmentation of grains at high strains
and the resulting hardening of the material can reduce the rate of grain rotation by
dislocation glide and thus the development of texture intensity [125]. Bhattacharjee et
al. [60] observed that grain fragmentation in coarse grained Ni led to a decrease of Cube
recrystallization texture as it destroys the high misorientation gradients inside the Cube
bands which are necessary for effective nucleation [59; 58].
Thus, deviations from a homogenous deformation by dislocation glide limit the plastic
strain to achieve a maximum Cube texture in Ni-5at.%W to ǫ = 3− 4. To increase this
maximal strain the range where deformation proceeds via dislocation glide has to be ex-
tended. Possible ways to achieve this are a smaller hot band grain size [60], higher rolling
temperatures or intermediate annealing treatments to soften the material by recovery
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and thus to reduce the amount of obstacles for dislocation glide. The heat treatments
would lower the dislocation density and thus could also reduce the misorientation gradi-
ents inside the Cube bands. However, as demonstrated in Section 3.6 a low temperature
annealing can actually increase the Cube volume fraction and Bhattacharjee et al. [126]
observed that an intermediate annealing after 50% cold rolling reduction improved the
Cube volume fraction.
Recrystallization is the crucial process for the development of the Cube texture. In the
deformation texture the Cube oriented grains were very rare (≈ 0.1Vol.-%) but after
recrystallization Cube grains became dominant (≈ 50Vol.-%).
The recrystallization kinetics were determined with the JMAK equation (2.10). For site
saturation and constant driving force theory predicts an Avrami exponent of q = 4.
Experimentally smaller Avrami exponents in the range of q = 0.8−1.7 were determined
for Ni-5at.%W. The first assumption of site saturation was not satisfied in the case of
Ni-5at.%W as recrystallization nuclei emerged from deformation bands and Cube grains
also nucleated earlier than grains with other orientations. Furthermore, orientation pin-
ning occurred for ǫ > 1.9 when the strong Cube recrystallization texture started to
develop. Recovery was also observed in Ni-5at.%W which decreased the driving force
during recrystallization and also the second assumption of a constant driving force was
not valid. Moreover, the growth of the nuclei was not uniform in all three dimensions
during recrystallization. All these effects slowed the recrystallization process down and
led to smaller Avrami exponents. With the parameters derived from hardness mea-
surements the recrystallization kinetics were completely determined and the annealing
temperatures necessary to achieve complete recrystallization (≡ 99%) within a desired
annealing time can be calculated. Figure 5.1 shows the dependance of the annealing
temperature for complete recrystallization on annealing time and plastic strain. For
lower plastic strains higher annealing temperatures are necessary as the driving force is
smaller. This difference in annealing temperatures is more pronounced for longer an-
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Figure 5.1.: Calculated annealing temperature to reach 99% recrystallization within dif-
ferent annealing times and the dependance from plastic strain ǫ.
nealing times and diminishes for annealing times of less than 5min. As can be seen
from Eq. (3.17) the differences in recrystallization time caused by different apparent
activation energies decrease with increasing annealing temperatures.
This dependency of the recrystallization time on temperature is also the reason why a
slower recrystallization process at temperatures of 700-800◦C was found to be beneficial
for the Cube texture development in Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4. At such temperatures the
faster recrystallization kinetic of the Cube grains was more effective and they had a
higher probability to nucleate before any other orientation. Such a slower recrystalliza-
tion process also led to a larger mean grain size of the Cube grains as they could consume
a larger fraction of the deformed microstructure before other orientations nucleated and
hindered their growth. The larger mean size of the Cube grains was found to be essential
for the further sharpening of the Cube texture during grain growth at higher annealing
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temperatures.
For complete recrystallization at 700-800◦C an annealing time of 33min respectively
5min for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 can be estimated from the parameters given in Table
3.4. As the investigated recrystallization annealing treatments with the annealing sim-
ulator were often shorter (≈ 1− 6min) complete recrystallization could not have always
been reached at the low temperature stages. However, a positive effect of lower recrys-
tallization temperatures was observed. This indicates, that the lower temperatures were
only necessary for the early stages of recrystallization to give the Cube grains a sufficient
advantage for their nucleation and growth. A two-step annealing treatment with a lower
temperature stage for recrystallization and a higher temperature grain growth stage can
increase the Cube volume fraction by up to 5Vol.-%.
The origin of the Cube recrystallization texture was not examined in detail but the
observations that were made are in agreement with other investigations. During cold
rolling the weak hot band Cube texture was stable up to ǫ = 1.2. This stability of the
ideal Cube orientation was also observed by other authors [120; 86]. But small deviations
from the ideal Cube orientation or from the ideal plane strain condition lead to a rota-
tion away from the ideal orientation and to the formation of Cube deformation bands
with a high misorientation gradient [53; 59]. An example of this mechanical instability
of Cube grains under different deformation conditions can be readily seen for the case
of mechanical grinding in Figure 3.15.
Cube grains were observed to nucleate earlier than those of any other orientations. If
this effect was caused by the higher misorientation gradients along the Cube bands [59]
or by faster recovery kinetics of near Cube orientations [38] was not investigated. As
the sharp Cube texture emerged for plastic strains of ǫ > 1.2 it can be assumed that
for lower strains the misorientation gradients were not sufficiently developed to initiate
nucleation of Cube grains.
The spread of the Cube texture in RD can be attributed to the misorientation gradi-
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ent formed by the rotation of Cube grain material in RD during deformation. As the
RD-rotated Cube orientations nucleate in direct vicinity of the ideal Cube orientations
they impede the growth of Cube grains as they share a low mobility LAGB. Alloying of
Ni with W is considered to reduce the fraction of RD-rotated Cube orientations as the
solute atoms hinder lattice rotations during deformation [88]. But this effect should also
reduce the formation of large misorientation gradients inside the Cube bands what could
be responsible for the observation that higher W contents than 5-at.% reduce the sharp-
ness of the Cube texture [20]. The RD-rotated Cube fraction after recrystallization was
observed to be independent of strain for ǫ > 2. It can be assumed, that the RD-rotated
Cube orientation only nucleates from the two ends of a Cube band [59]. The region from
which the RD-rotated Cube orientation can nucleate is hence a small volume, supposedly
spherical, and not a band which becomes more and more elongated with deformation.
From this spherical volume only few RD-rotated grains can nucleate, whereas more and
more Cube grains will nucleate like pearls on a string due to the increasing elongation
of the Cube bands. The higher the misorientation gradient inside the band, the larger
the number of Cube nuclei along a band will become. The constriction of RD-rotated
Cube orientations to a small sphere explains why their fraction stayed constant with
increasing deformation. Different alloy concentrations may affect the extension of these
spheres and thus the RD-rotated Cube volume fraction.
The measured nucleation and growth parameters showed that oriented nucleation is the
mayor effect for the development of the sharp Cube recrystallization texture. Never-
theless, also the growth parameter of the Cube grains was much higher than for any
other orientation and from the misorientation distribution of Cube nuclei follows that
they had the highest fraction of mobile HAGBs. Though, oriented growth seemed not
to increase the Cube volume fraction in the recrystallization texture simulations with
the StaRT model. However, oriented growth may be important for the larger size of
Cube grains after recrystallization which is important for the further increase of the
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Cube volume fraction in the grain growth phase. As grain sizes were not simulated by
the StaRT model the effect of oriented growth on the larger size of Cube grains after
recrystallization could not be investigated.
After their fast nucleation along Cube bands the Cube grains can grow fast in the sur-
rounding deformed microstructure and have already grown considerably before other ori-
entations can nucleate and interfere with their growth. When Cube grains that emerged
from different Cube bands meet they will impinge and growth into the sheet thickness
will be more favorable. This leads to the change from 1D to 2D and 3D growth as de-
scribed in Section 3.4.3. At the sheet surface a higher dislocation density was generated
by additional shear deformations from the contact with the rolls [127; 128]. This higher
dislocation density led to an earlier onset of recrystallization compared to the sheet cen-
ter. Zhao et al. [129] found in partially recrystallized Ni-7at.%W a strong Cube texture
gradient with virtually no Cube grains in the sheet center. A high shear deformation
at the sheet surface bears also the risk of shear band formation. Shear bands were fre-
quently found to interfere with the nucleation of Cube grains from deformation bands
and thus reduced the Cube texture sharpness [61; 38; 130]. But if shear band formation
can be avoided, e.g. by lubricated rolls, then the earlier nucleation and increased Cube
fraction at the surface improve the applicability of Ni-5at.%W as substrate material for
coated conductors.
Oxidation during recrystallization was found to lead to a reduction of Cube texture
sharpness. This can be attributed to a reduction of grain boundary mobility by inner
oxidation which will be more pronounced for HAGBs as they offer faster diffusion chan-
nels for oxygen [131]. Cube grains grow during recrystallization by the migration of
HAGBs and are thus impeded by oxidation. Therefore, an oxygen free or even better
reductive atmosphere (H2) should be used for recrystallization annealing treatments.
Compared to the amount of plastic deformation by cold rolling the heating rate, anneal-
ing time and temperature have only a minor influence on the recrystallization texture
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of Ni-5at.%W as long as these variables are sufficient to achieve complete recrystal-
lization. Therefore, the recrystallization texture is mainly determined by the deformed
microstructure, especially the Cube transition bands, and hence by the deformation con-
ditions as discussed above.
That a simulation of the nuclei texture of Ni-5at.%W with the ReNuc model was not
possible can therefore be attributed to an insufficient description of the deformed mi-
crostructure by the GIA model. Microstructural features on the subgrain level or even
below may offer the key to a correct description of the nucleation behavior. Investiga-
tions on such length scales with experiments or simulations would be very demanding,
especially as significant statistics have to be ensured.
Different alloy concentrations would change the concentration of segregated solute atoms
in the grain boundaries and thereby their mobilities. For example, a higher W content
would lead to increased segregation until saturation is reached at an overall concentration
of ≈10at.% [94]. The reduced grain boundary mobility would make higher annealing
temperatures or longer annealing times necessary to reach complete recrystallization
[132]. But this effect could also be overcompensated by an increase of dislocation den-
sity as less recovery will occur if the stacking fault energy is decreased due to alloying
[133]. HAGBs will be affected stronger by segregation and their mobility would be
lowered stronger than the mobility of LAGBs. The growth of Cube grains during re-
crystallization would hence be impeded by higher alloy concentrations, similar to the
observed effect of oxidation.
The grain size after recrystallization did not depend strongly on the plastic strain be-
fore recrystallization. But during high temperature annealing grain growth was much
more pronounced in the less deformed samples. This difference is caused by the texture
impingement or rather orientation pinning effect [45]. Because of the sharp texture in
the high deformed specimens many grains had a similar orientation and were thus sep-
arated by low mobility LAGBs. For example, at ǫ = 0.5 only 2.5% of all boundaries
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were LAGBs after recrystallization while at ǫ = 3.4 already 25.6% were LAGBs. After
the grain growth annealing these fractions increased to 3.5% and 66.6% for ǫ = 0.5 and
ǫ = 3.4, respectively. With the same assumption of mLAGB/mHAGB = 0.1 that was used
for the simulation of grain growth follows, that the average grain boundary mobility was
lowered by a factor of two for the strongly textured specimen at ǫ = 3.4 compared to
the nearly randomly textured specimen at ǫ = 0.5.
The measured grain boundary exponent n = 0.48 was close to the theoretical limit of
0.5. This limit is normally only reached in very pure metals or at annealing temperatures
close to the melting point [134]. Also the orientation pinning effect caused by the sharp
texture should reduce the value of n [135; 136]. Deviations of the growth exponent are
most certainly responsible for the differences of the measured apparent activation ener-
gies for specimens with different plastic strain, which were determined with a constant
growth exponent of n = 0.5.
Another factor that can affect the growth exponent and the activation energy is the
solute concentration in the boundary and the corresponding change in grain boundary
mobility [63; 137]. As the grain boundaries in the more randomly textured specimens
migrated longer distances than in the specimen with sharp texture they will have accu-
mulated a higher concentration of solute atoms and segregated impurities. The driving
force, the solute concentration, the average grain boundary energy and mobility are
changing constantly during grain growth which renders it very difficult to derive general
properties of grain boundaries from experiments with polycrystals. Nevertheless, the
measured grain boundary mobilities were in a range of m = 1− 4 · 10−13m4/Js and are
thus comparable to m = 7 · 10−14m4/Js measured by Le Gall et al. [138] for pure Ni.
The grain boundary mobility for the specimen with a sharp Cube texture was smaller
by a factor of 2-3 compared to specimens with a more random texture. This mobility
decrease complies with the estimation made above based on the different fractions of
LAGBs and hence it can be attributed to the orientation pinning effect.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2.: (a) Calculated grain size development of Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 for different
annealing temperatures and times. (b) Calculated grain size development for
30min annealing at different temperatures and for different plastic strains
before recrystallization.
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A different alloy concentration c would affect grain boundary mobilities as m ∝ 1/c [63].
Higher alloy concentrations would thus slow down grain growth and make higher anneal-
ing temperatures necessary in order to achieve the same grain size as with Ni-5at.%W.
Furthermore, a higher tungsten concentration would reduce the grain boundary energy
[94] and thereby the driving force for grain growth which would also raise the necessary
annealing temperatures.
With the experimental parameters from Section 3.5 the grain size development can be
estimated for different annealing temperatures and times (Figure 5.2). The calculated
grain size for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ = 3.4 after annealing 4h at 1100◦C is about 60µm. In
experiments only ≈30µm were achieved with the same annealing conditions. This dis-
crepancy is caused by a reduction of the driving force for grain growth by orientation
pinning, solute drag and thermal grooving. Due to these different pinning effects a fur-
ther increase of the grain size can best be achieved by increasing the temperature but
hardly with longer annealing times. The dependency of the grain size on plastic strain,
i.e. texture, in Figure 5.2b shows again that grain growth is strongly reduced for the
Cube textured specimens (ǫ ≥ 1.9) by orientation pinning.
The grain growth simulations demonstrated that the sharpening of the Cube texture
during grain growth was caused by the larger size of the Cube grains after recrystal-
lization. Because of their larger size they had a higher probability to have more than
six neighbors (in 2D) and therefore they were able to grow after the Neumann-Mullins
equation (2.17).
As the highest achieved Cube volume fraction after grain growth annealing of 80% deter-
mined by XRD corresponded in fact to 90-95% (see Appendix A) the texture was already
rather optimal and not much further improvement is possible. The observed trend of the
Cube fraction with annealing temperature in Figure 3.23b predicts a relative increase of
only 7Vol.-% (ODF) if the temperature is raised from 1100◦C to TM ≈ 1500◦C. Higher
annealing temperatures than 1100◦C will hence lead only to a small increase of the Cube
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fraction but they will increase the risk for AGG. However, a shorter production process,
e.g. for a continuous annealing line, can make use of higher annealing temperatures to
accelerate grain growth.
Normal Grain growth typically proceeds via the rearrangement of atoms from the shrink-
ing grain into the crystal lattice of the growing grain. The activation energy for grain
boundary motion can be estimated as half of the activation energy of volume self-diffusion
[139], QV ≈ 0.5·QD = 1.35eV in pure Ni [140]. The mean value of the measured apparent
activations energies was with Q¯V = 1.6± 0.5eV close to this value but the experimental
error was rater large.
5.1. Abnormal Grain Growth
This section is based on already published results [97].
AGG is commonly utilized to achieve a strong Goss texture in silicon steels. For these
materials the dissolution of precipitates unpins the grain boundaries during a high tem-
perature annealing and initiates the growth of grains [141]. In the case of the investigated
solid solution of 5at.%W in Ni no precipitates were found by optical microscopy, SEM
or TEM. If precipitates existed at all then only very few and very small ones, which
renders it unlikely that they can control the AGG behavior. Also if precipitates would
control AGG it should not be affected by the annealing atmosphere.
Strongly textured materials have only a small rate of grain growth since between most
of the grains LAGBs exist with a low mobility. By contrast a grain with a non-Cube
orientation will have mobile HAGBs to nearly all of its neighbor grains and thus excel-
lent growth conditions. On the other hand with its growth the total area of high energy
grain boundaries increases. From thermodynamic reasons this energy increase must be
overcompensated by the annihilation of LAGBs of the consumed Cube matrix grains:
∆G = γHAGB ·∆AHAGB − γLAGB ·∆ALAGB < 0 (5.1)
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where γHAGB and γLAGB are the grain boundary energies for HAGBs and LAGBs, re-
spectively. ∆G is the Gibbs free energy change caused by AGG. ∆AHAGB and ∆ALAGB
are the changes of HAGB area of an abnormally growing grain and of the LAGB area
of the shrinking matrix grains, respectively.
The grain boundary energy γLAGB can be estimated with Eq. (2.15) and the same ma-
terial parameters used in Section 3.5.2. During AGG the consumed Cube grains are
connected by a LAGB network. This LAGB network is similar to that of the EBSD
map which has been used as input for the AGG simulations (see Section 4.3.1). Taking
the grain boundary misorientation distribution for Θ < 15◦ from this EBSD map and
the material parameters at T = 1130◦C into account Eq. (2.15) yields a mean energy of
γ¯LAGB = 0.5J/m
2.
The energy of a random HAGB can be estimated as the LAGB energy at Θ = 15◦,
which yields a value of γHAGB ≈ 0.9J/m2. This approximation is in good agreement
with γHAGB = 0.87J/m
2 for pure Ni at a temperature of 1060◦C from Reference [142]
and also comparable with the experimental value of γHAGB ≈ 1J/m2 measured by Li et
al. [143] at a lower temperature of 350◦C which led to a higher γHAGB (see Figure 3.31).
When one grain grows large and consumes the smaller grains surrounding it the total
grain boundary area will be reduced. Assuming a cubic grain shape and an initial grain
size ratio of 15:45µm between consumed and growing grains the Gibbs free energy would
decrease by ∆G ≈ −1 ·10−9J in the case of AGG, whereas for normal grain growth (only
LAGBs) the decrease would be ∆G ≈ −3 ·10−9J . For a strongly textured material AGG
can therefore reduce the total interface energy of the microstructure for the growth sce-
nario described above as long as γHAGB/γLAGB < 2.3 according to Eq. (5.1). For smaller
ratios AGG will become more favorable. In the case of Ni-5at.%W the estimated ratio
is γHAGB/γLAGB = 1.8.
The W atoms tend to segregate to the Ni grain boundaries and thus, cause a decrease
of grain boundary energy [94]. HAGBs usually contain a higher concentration of seg-
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regates than LAGBs [144] and hence γHAGB/γLAGB can be assumed to be even smaller
than the value estimated above. A change of the segregation level with temperature
can affect γHAGB and γLAGB differently, decreases γHAGB/γLAGB even further to initiate
AGG at a certain annealing temperature. In conclusion, the comparable average ener-
gies of LAGBs and HAGBs together with the pronounced single component texture (i.e.
Cube texture) renders Ni-5at.%W prone to AGG.
Abbruzzese and Lu¨cke developed a theory for texture controlled grain growth [145] and
derived an equation to estimate the critical radius R˜c above which a minority texture
component A is still able to grow into the majority component B:
R˜Ac =
ΦAR¯2
A
MAA + ΦBR¯2
B
MAB
ΦAR¯AMAA + ΦAR¯AMAA
, (5.2)
where Φi is the number fraction and R¯i the mean radius of component i and M ij =
mijγij is denoted as the grain growth diffusivity between components i and j. If only
non-Cube(A) and Cube(B) grains are considered and if it is assumed that between
most of the non-Cube components HAGBs exist the simplification MAA = MAB can
be made. From the microtexture data of three EBSD measurements the critical radii
for the growth on non-Cube grains were determined as R˜non−Cubec = 9.4 − 17.5µm. For
the discrimination between Cube and non-Cube grains a maximal deviation of 15◦ from
the ideal Cube orientation was allowed. Of all non-Cube grains 10-17% had larger radii
than R˜non−Cubec and were thus viable nuclei for AGG. After Eq. (5.2) an increase of
the ratio RCube/Rnon−Cube would reduce the number of possible AGG nuclei. If the
maximal grain radius of all non-Cube grains would be smaller than R˜non−Cubec they
would be completely consumed during grain growth. A two-step annealing treatment
can raise the ratio RCube/Rnon−Cube as it increases the mean grain size of Cube grains
after recrystallization (see Section 3.6).
Another effect that can influence the interfacial energy and mobility relations is the
annealing atmosphere. It was shown in Section 3.5.1 that the atmosphere has indeed a
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large impact on AGG. Since the thickness of the Ni-5at.%W sheet was of the order of
the mean grain size, surface effects become important. A different gas atmosphere can
change the surface energy due to adsorption. The Cube grains are special in this case
since they mostly have {100}-planes at the sheet surface. If a change of surface energy
affects Cube and non-Cube grains differently this can give rise to AGG. With a mean
grain size of about 30µm after annealing some grains will have a larger diameter than
the sheet thickness of 100µm and AGG can occur by tertiary recrystallization after Eq.
(2.20).
For pure Ni the maximal anisotropy of the surface energies for different lattice planes is
7% [146], and the mean total energy of a surface is γ¯Surface ≈ 2 J/m2 [146]. Together
with a sheet thickness of h = 100µm this yields a driving force of p = 2.8 · 10−3MPa.
The driving force for AGG generated by the reduction of grain boundary area can be
estimated with Eq. (2.19). In a Cube textured matrix an abnormally growing grain
will encounter mostly HAGBs. With the HAGB grain boundary energy derived above
of γ ≈ 0.9J/m2 and a mean grain size of d ≈ 30µm the driving force for AGG is
p ≈ 9 · 10−2MPa. This driving force is more than one order of magnitude larger than
the driving force generated by different surface energies. Hence, tertiary recrystallization
can play only a minor role, if the relative surface energies do not change dramatically
with the increased W content.
Oxygen can have a large influence on crystal growth of Ni [146]. It may diffuse into grain
boundaries and lead to internal oxidation [96]. These oxides can pin the grain boundaries
and therefore restrain their motion. Also an oxide layer that covers the surface can
degrade the grain boundary mobility. In Sections 3.5 and 3.5.1 was shown, that the
oxygen partial pressure correlated with the reduction of both normal and abnormal
grain growth.
Therefore, the mobilities of both, LAGBs and HAGBs, are reduced by oxidation, since
normal grain growth in strongly textured materials proceeds due to the migration of
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LAGBs and AGG due to the migration of HAGBs. The grain growth simulations showed
that a higher mobility ratio mLAGB/mHAGB impedes AGG. HAGBs offer faster diffusion
channels [131] and their mobility will be reduced stronger by oxidation than the mobility
of LAGBs. Thus, systematic oxidation can increase mLAGB/mHAGB and thereby reduce
the probability for AGG and enlarge the normal grain growth regime and thus the Cube
volume fraction.
To test this result experimentally, a long time annealing for 24h at 1130◦C was carried
out in Ar atmosphere which contained at least 10−3mbar O2. With this specimen a very
pronounced Cube texture of 82.4% with a texture index of 300 could be achieved. The
mean grain size was 35.5µm (20% increase compared to 4h annealing see Table 3.7) and
the maximal grain size was 111µm; thus no AGG had occurred.
For the frequently observed inclination and elongation of abnormal grains (45◦ to RD)
Sokolov et al. [147] argued that twins may play an important role in AGG of Ni-5at.%W.
The {111} twin boundary plane, as seen in a two-dimensional micrograph, lies in the
〈110〉 direction and thus has an angle of 45◦ to RD for twinned 〈100〉{100} oriented
crystals (arccos([110] · [100]) = 45◦). But most observed abnormal grains had not a
Cube twin orientation. Furthermore, abnormal growth of a Cube twin would not explain
why the anisotropic grain shape persists during AGG. Instead, the observed anisotropic
shape of the abnormal grains must result from an anisotropic mobility or driving force,
i.e. grain boundary energy. If Cube matrix grains are cut by an abnormal grain in an
angle close to 45◦ their boundary planes will be {111}, which exhibit a specially low
energy [148; 64; 149]. This effect would be further increased if these boundaries have
also a twist character, as their energy and also their mobility would be even lower as for
{111} tilt boundaries [64; 123; 150]. The anisotropic and directed abnormal growth is
thus caused by a minimization of grain boundary energy along the {111} lattice planes
of the strongly oriented Cube matrix grains.
In conclusion the following measures can be taken to reduce the risk for AGG as indicated
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by the arrows:
• ↓ Annealing temperature
• ↑ Grain size ⇒ ↓ Driving force
• ↑ Higher oxygen partial pressure ⇒ ↑ mLAGB/mHAGB
• ↓ Texture sharpness
• ↓ Solute content⇒ ↑ γHAGB/γLAGB, but may be compensated by ↓mLAGB/mHAGB
5.2. Annealing Twin Formation
The dependency of the annealing twin density on annealing temperature and grain size
could be described well with the model of Gleiter (Eq. (2.21)). The stacking fault energy
found with a fit to the experimental data was γSF = 50.7± 2.7mJ/m2.
For pure Ni at room temperature a stacking fault energy of γSF ≈ 128mJ/m2 can be
found in the literature [151; 148; 65]. Murr [151] determined a temperature dependence
of the stacking fault energy of dγSF/dT = −0.04mJ/m2K for pure Ni. In the inves-
tigated temperature range of 850 − 1100◦C the stacking fault energy for pure Ni thus
ought to be γSF = 94−84mJ/m2. This value of γSF is significantly higher than that one
obtained here for Ni-5at.%W. The lower value of of γSF for Ni-5at.%W can be attributed
to the alloying of Ni with 5at.%W, since γSF tends to decrease with segregation [152].
Cahoon et al. [153] determined also with Eq. (2.21) a value of γSF = 67mJ/m
2 in
commercially pure Ni, what suggests that Eq. (2.21) generally underestimates the value
of the stacking fault energy.
As the heating of the specimens to the annealing temperature took several minutes, grain
boundary migration also occurred to some extent at lower temperatures. Therefore, the
annealing temperature assumed in Eq. (2.21) is actually too high. For lower tempera-
tures the stacking fault energy determined by the fit would increase, e.g. at T = 900◦C
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to γSF = 58.3mJ/
2. The finite heating rate will thus contribute to the underestimation
of γSF .
The value of γSF derived from Eq. (2.21) depends strongly on the grain boundary
energy γGB, which is not exactly known for Ni-5at.%W. Detor et al. [94] calculated
from atomistic simulations γGB ≈ 0.5J/m2 for Ni-5at.%W. If this value was used for
the fit of the annealing twin density, the stacking fault energy decreased to γSF =
15± 2mJ/m2. For pure Ni Rohrer et al. [65] determined γGB ≈ 1.0J/m2 which yielded
γSF = 63.1± 3.4J/m2.
The dependence of the γSF determination on the activation energy for grain boundary
migration is less strong. For Q = 0.6− 2.5eV the fit results for the stacking fault energy
were γSF = 41.1− 58.7mJ/m2.
A method to determine the stacking fault energy from XRD rolling texture measure-
ments is given in Appendix B. This method yielded γSF = 120mJ/m
2 for Ni-5at.%W
at room temperature which is only slightly less than the literature value for pure Ni. In
Figure 5.3 the dependency of annealing twin density after Eq. (2.21) from grain size and
annealing temperature is shown. With decreasing grain size the twin density increases
because of a higher driving force for grain boundary motion. The dependency of the
twin density on annealing temperature has a maximum. Hence, there exists an optimal
temperature for the formation of annealing twins. This temperature itself depends on
the grain size. At 80µm grain size the optimal temperature is 480◦C and at 5µm grain
size 650◦C. Hence, the annealing twin density can increase or decrease with increasing
annealing temperature, depending on grain size, stacking fault energy and temperature
range. This explains why different authors found both trends, increase and decrease of
the annealing twin density with annealing temperature [68; 93; 154].
The recrystallization of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W at different annealing temperatures will
have led to similar recrystallized grain sizes dRX , since dRX does not depend strongly
on temperature [43]. Because ρTwin · dRX = const. [155] the initial microstructure can
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Figure 5.3.: Dependency of annealing twin density after Eq. (2.21) on temperature and
grain size. For this plot the following parameters were used: Q = 1.25eV ,
γGB = 1J/m
2 and γSF = 50mJ/m
2.
be assumed to have been similar for different annealing temperatures and the change in
ρTwin can be attributed solely to grain growth effects.
A good description of the dependency of annealing twin density on plastic strain, i.e.
texture, was achieved by including the change of the mean grain boundary energy with
strain. However, if the stacking fault energy was used as a fitting parameter it decreased
to very low values of γSF = 10.0J/m
2 and γSF = 5.2J/m
2 for the intermediate grain
boundary energy distribution and the distribution measured after grain growth anneal-
ing, respectively. When the stacking fault energy was fixed at the value derived from
isochronal annealing a scaling factor for the grain boundary energy had to be introduced
to still achieve a convergent fit. These factors were 1.3 and 3.0 for the intermediate en-
ergy distribution and the distribution after grain growth annealing, respectively.
This indicates that the grain boundary energy distributions were not determined ex-
actly. As already stated above for the isochronal annealing, also for the annealing of
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the specimens with different plastic strains the temperatures at which grain growth
really took place were not known. Furthermore, the misorientation distribution, and
with it the grain boundary energy distribution, change constantly during the growth
phase. To account for such a dynamic behavior computer simulations would be neces-
sary. Nevertheless, the presented approach could describe the observed trend well. This
demonstrates that the misorientation distribution of a material, i.e. its texture, can
directly influence the formation of annealing twins.
To decrease the density of annealing twins and thus to increase the Cube texture of
the substrate material the following process and material parameters can be changed as
indicated by the arrows:
• ↑ Annealing temperature
• ↑ Grain size after recrystallization
• ↑ Plastic strain → ↑ Texture sharpness
• ↓ Solute content → ↑ Stacking fault energy
• ↓ Grain boundary energy (But there exists a critical value below which Eq. (2.21)
diverges)
Of course these parameters are not independent from each other. For example, a higher
annealing temperature will also lead to a larger grain size and a sharper texture, if no
AGG occurs, and if the texture is sharper the mean grain boundary energy will be lower.
5.3. Optimized Process Parameters for Cube Texture
Formation
As a resume of the discussion above an optimized production process to achieve a sharp
Cube texture in Ni-5at.%W is described in the following:
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• A cold rolling process with a total plastic strain of ǫ = 3 is sufficient for the
development of a suitable deformed microstructure that leads to a sharp Cube
texture during recrystallization. Higher strains than ǫ = 4 do not improve the
Cube texture further but are suspected to cause undesired deformation inhomo-
geneities. Alternatively, a higher total strain can be used when an intermediate
heat treatment is applied.
• A two-step annealing treatment is recommendable with a low temperature stage
of 700-800◦C for at least 6min and 1min, respectively. For the higher annealing
stage a temperature of 1100-1200◦C with an effective heat input of at least 10Ks is
optimal, which corresponds to an annealing time of 5min and 2min, respectively.
The annealing atmosphere for the lower annealing stage should be free of oxygen
while at the higher annealing stage a low oxygen partial pressure can avoid AGG
and extend the normal grain growth phase.
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6. Summary
For the application of Ni-5at.%W as substrate for high-temperature superconductors the
development of a very intense Cube texture is essential. Therefore, the texture devel-
opment in Ni-5at.%W was studied in detail by experiments and computer simulations.
Cold rolling of the material resulted in a pronounced β-fiber texture which transformed
by recrystallization into a strong Cube texture and then sharpened further during sub-
sequent grain growth.
The cold rolling process was found to be limited by the occurrence of deformation inho-
mogeneities to strains of ǫ = 3− 4 and led to the formation of Cube deformation bands.
These bands formed very effective nucleation sites during recrystallization if ǫ > 2.5.
The deformation texture evolution could be successfully simulated with the grain inter-
action model (GIA) when a certain amount of random shear deformation was allowed.
During annealing of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W recrystallization nuclei emerged from the
deformed Cube bands earlier and with higher frequency than for any other orientation
and the Cube volume fraction increased from 0.1% to 50%. Furthermore, the Cube
nuclei had the highest mean misorientation of all orientations and thus they had the
highest fraction of mobile high angle boundaries (HAGB). Together with the nucleation
advantage this led to a bimodal size distribution of large Cube grains and smaller grains
of other orientations after recrystallization was completed. If the annealing temperature
for recrystallization was too high this nucleation and growth advantage of the Cube
grains was reduced. Thus, a two-step annealing process with a lower temperature for
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recrystallization and a higher temperature for the grain growth stage was found to be
beneficial.
With the statistical recrystallization texture model (StaRT) the development of the re-
crystallization texture was simulated based on results of a previous GIA simulation and
an experimentally determined nucleation spectrum. A delay function was implemented
into the model to consider the faster nucleation of the Cube orientation.
The bimodal size distribution after recrystallization gave the Cube grains a growth ad-
vantage during grain growth. Only with such a bimodal distribution the increase of
the Cube volume fraction by grain growth could be successfully simulated with a vertex
network model. The Cube volume fraction increased to 80% as determined with ODF
calculations which corresponds to an actual volume fraction of 90-95%. Grain growth in
Cube textured Ni-5at.%W was impeded by the orientation pinning effect caused by the
high fraction of low-mobility low angle grain boundaries (LAGB). The strong texture
also makes the material prone to abnormal grain growth (AGG), whereat non-Cube
grains with mobile HAGBs grew abnormally large and consumed the Cube textured
matrix.
Both, recrystallization and grain growth, were affected by the annealing atmosphere, i.e.
by oxidation which especially reduced the mobility of HAGBs. While during recrystal-
lization this effect impedes the formation of the Cube texture it reduces the risk of AGG
at higher annealing temperatures.
With an established model for the formation of annealing twins the stacking fault energy
of Ni-5at.%W was determined as γSF = 51mJ/m
2. The decrease of the annealing twin
density with texture sharpness could be attributed to a reduction of the mean grain
boundary energy.
In conclusion, a through process simulation of the texture development in Ni-5at.%W
was established and optimal parameters for the formation of a sharp Cube texture were
determined and discussed.
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7. Zusammenfassung
Fu¨r die Anwendung von Ni-5at.%W als Substrat fu¨r hochtemperatur Supraleiter muss
in dem Material eine scharfe Wu¨rfeltextur eingestellt werden. Hierfu¨r wurde die Textur-
entwicklung in Ni-5at.%W mit Experimenten und Simulationen detailliert untersucht.
Das Kaltwalzen des Materials fu¨hrte zu einer ausgepra¨gten β-Fasertextur, welche sich
durch Rekristallisation in eine scharfe Wu¨rfeltextur umwandelte und durch anschließen-
des Kornwachstum weiter verscha¨rft wurde.
Der Kaltwalzprozess fu¨hrte zur Entwicklung von Wu¨rfelba¨ndern und war durch das
Auftreten von Verformungsinhomogenita¨ten auf Dehnungen von ǫ = 3 − 4 beschra¨nkt.
Diese Wu¨rfelba¨nder bildeten effektive Keimstellen fu¨r die Rekristallisation wenn ǫ > 2.5.
Die Walztexturentwicklung konnte erfolgreich mit dem ”Grain InteractionModell (GIA)
simuliert werden, wenn ein gewisser Anteil an zufa¨lliger Scherverformung zugelassen
wurde.
Bei einer Wa¨rmebehandlung des kaltgewalzten Materials entwickelten sich aus den Wu¨r-
felba¨ndern Rekristallisationskeime fru¨her und mit einer ho¨heren Frequenz, als fu¨r jede
andere Orientierung und der Volumenanteil der Wu¨rfellage stieg von 0.1% auf 50%. Des
Weiteren, besaßen die Wu¨rfelkeime die ho¨chste Misorientierung aller Orientierungen und
daher den gro¨ßten Anteil an mobilen Großwinkelkorngrenzen (GWKG). Zusammen mit
dem Nukleationsvorteil fu¨hrte dies zu einer bimodalen Korngro¨ßenverteilung nach Ab-
schluß der Rekristallisation, aus großen Wu¨rfelko¨rnern und kleineren Ko¨rnern mit ande-
rer Orientierung. Durch eine zu hohe Temperatur wa¨hrend der Rekristallisation wurde
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der Keim- und Wachstumsvorteil der Wu¨rfelko¨rner reduziert. Daher ist ein zweistufiger
Glu¨hprozess vorteilhaft, mit einer niedrigen Temperatur fu¨r die Rekristallisation und
einer ho¨heren Temperatur fu¨r die Kornwachstumsphase.
Mit dem statistischem Rekristallisationstexturmodell (StaRT) konnte die Entwicklung
der Rekristallisationstextur simuliert werden, basierend auf dem Ergebnis einer vorherge-
henden GIA-Simulation und mit einem experimentell bestimmten Keimspektrum. Eine
Verzo¨gerunsfunktion wurde in das Modell integriert, um die schnellere Keimbildung der
Wu¨rfelko¨rner zu beru¨cksichtigen.
Die bimodale Kornverteilung nach der Rekristallisation gab den Wu¨rfelko¨rnern einen
Wachstumsvorteil wa¨hrend des Kornwachstums. Nur mit solch einer bimodalen Ver-
teilung konnte die Zunahme der Wu¨rfeltextur wa¨hrend des Kornwachstums erfolgreich
mit einem Vertex-Netzwerk Modell simuliert werden. Der Anstieg der Wu¨rfellage auf
80% wie er mit ODF-Rechnungen bestimmt wurde entspricht einem tatsa¨chlichen Volu-
menanteil von 90-95%. Kornwachstum in wu¨rfeltexturierten Ni-5at.%W wurde aufgrund
des hohen Anteils an langsamen Kleinwinkelkorngrenzen (KWKG) durch Orientierungs-
Pinning behindert. Die scharfe Textur machte das Material auch anfa¨llig fu¨r abnormales
Kornwachstum (AKW), wobei Nicht-Wu¨rfelko¨rner mit mobilen GWKG zu einer abnor-
male Gro¨ße heranwachsen und die umgebende wu¨rfeltexturierte Matrix aufzehren.
Sowohl Rekristallisation, als auch Kornwachstum wurden von der Glu¨hatmospha¨re be-
einflusst, d.h. von Oxidation, welche insbesondere die Mobilita¨t von KWKG verringerte.
Wa¨hrend der Rekristallisation verringerte dieser Effekt das Wachstum vonWu¨rfelko¨rnern,
aber er reduzierte auch das Risiko fu¨r AKW bei ho¨heren Glu¨htemperaturen.
Mit einem etablierten Modell fu¨r die Bildung von Glu¨hzwillingen konnte die Stapel-
fehlerenergie von Ni-5at.%W zu γSF = 51mJ/m
2 bestimmt werden. Der Abfall der
Zwillingsdichte mit der Texturscha¨rfe konnte auf eine Verringerung der mittleren Korn-
grenzenenergie zuru¨ckgefu¨hrt werden.
Die optimalen Prozessparameter fu¨r die Entwicklung einer scharfen Wu¨rfeltextur wurden
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bestimmt und diskutiert, und es konnte eine Prozesssimulation der Texturentwicklung
fu¨r Ni-5at.%W etabliert werden.
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A. Determination of the Cube Volume
Fraction
The very sharp Cube texture that can be achieved with Ni-5at.%W imposes a challenge
for ODF calculations. The spherical harmonic functions used to model the ODF have
to describe a very high intensity peak at the highly symmetric Cube orientation (0◦,
0◦, 0◦). The smoothing effect caused by this description artificially reduces the Cube
texture intensity and thus the derived volume fraction.
From EBSD data the Cube fraction can be directly calculated as the fraction of Cube
orientated pixels and a smoothing effect does not occur. This discrepancy between these
two measurement techniques can be overcome by increasing the resolution of pole figure
measurements and at the same the resolution of ODF calculations. But to measure a
pole figure with doubled resolution needs four times as many measurement positions and
thus takes four times as long. However, the maximums of very sharp intensity peaks
may still lie outside the angular measurement grid.
An improved new strategy for high resolution texture measurements in a still feasible
time was developed in cooperation with Prof. Helmut Schaeben and Florian Bachmann
from TU Bergakademie Freiberg [156]. This strategy consists of a refinement of pole
figure measurement grids with respect to the actual intensity distribution found by a
previous measurement. From an initial coarse measurement the positions of high intensi-
ties poles and the random intensity are determined. Then a finer grid around these poles
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{111}
(a)
{111}
(b)
Figure A.1.: Measurement grids for a {111} pole figure. (a) Conventional grid for an
area detector. (b) Refined grid around the poles of the Cube orientation
for a point detector. The order of the measurement positions is followed by
the green line.
is calculated and used for the next measurement. Results of the second measurement are
then used to calculate an even finer grid for the following measurement. This procedure
is repeated until no additional information can be gained with further refinements. In
the case of sharp textures most of the pole figure area will be void of any intensity and
with an equiangular grid a lot of time is wasted with measuring these empty areas with
high accuracy. Thus, especially sharp textures can be measured by this new method
with high accuracy and in a comparably short time. To reduce the necessary measure-
ment time even further the grid points are not measured in an arbitrary order. Instead a
travelling salesman algorithm has been adapted to find an optimized order and thereby
decrease the movement time of the x-ray goniometer [157]. An example of a conventional
pole figure measurement grid and a refined grid around the Cube orientation is given in
Figure A.1. In Table A.1 Cube volume fractions measured by EBSD are compared to
those determined by XRD with a conventional and with the new measurement strategy.
For the conventional XRD measurement an ODF resolution of 3.5◦ was applied and for
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EBSD XRD (conventional) XRD (new strategy)
91.8% 81.1% 97.6%
Table A.1.: Comparison of Cube volume fractions determined from the same specimen
with different measurement methods.
the new strategy 2.5◦, i.e. the resolution of the refined grid. The conventional XRD
measurement underestimated the Cube volume fraction, as explained above. While the
new strategy overestimated the volume fraction slightly, because other texture compo-
nents like RD-rotated Cube and Cube twins were not correctly accounted for.
Different measurement statistics between EBSD and XRD could also be a reason for
the deviation of volume fractions. With EBSD generally fewer grains and only those
directly at the sample surface are measured. Brahme et al. [158] derived an empirical
equation between the optimal EBSD scan size, grain size and texture intensity to ensure
sufficient measurement statistic. Following this approach, a scan size of 300x300µm
would be already sufficient for the investigated specimen, 750x600µm had been actually
used. The penetration depth of x-rays in Ni-5at.%W is ≈ 10µm and hence about three
times smaller than the mean grain size of the specimen. Therefore, the effect of different
penetration depths of electrons and x-rays will have been small and the texture was
statistically well determined by the EBSD measurement.
In conclusion, Cube volume fractions around 80% calculated with ODFs are ≈ 10−15%
too low. For smaller volume fractions this difference between measurement techniques
will decrease as the smoothing effect of the ODF calculations becomes less pronounced.
In the literature often rocking curves about poles of the Cube orientation are measured
with XRD to determine the texture intensity. With a φ-scan of the poles around the
normal of the sample surface the in-plane spread of the Cube orientation can be inves-
tigated. And ω-scans of the x-ray incident angle at a fixed detector position yield the
out-of-plane spread. It should be noted, that the in-plane scatter of the Cube orienta-
tion has a larger effect than the out-of-plane scatter on the critical current density JC
of coated conductors [159]. As a measure of the orientation spread the full width at half
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Figure A.2.: φ- (a) and ω-rocking curves (b) about a {111} pole of the Cube orientation.
The red line is a fit with a Gauss shaped peak function. (c) FWHM change
of φ- and ω-rocking curves with temperature for Ni-5at.%W at ǫ=3.7 and
an annealing time of 15min. (d) Cube volume fractions and texture index
of the same specimens determined with XRD.
maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curves is taken. On the one hand this method has
the advantage that it can be carried out rather fast and that it can be accomplished also
with powder diffractometers not designed for complete texture measurements. On the
other hand this method only delivers information about one single texture component.
Therefore, only few samples have been measured with this method to allow a comparison
with FWHM values of rocking curves found in the literature. Two examples of rocking
curves and the change of FWHM with annealing temperature are given in Figure A.2
and compared to the according Cube volume fractions and texture indexes derived from
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XRD measurements. The relative change of FWHMs over the investigated temperature
range was less than 10%, while the Cube volume fraction and the texture index showed
a relative change of 26% and 43%, respectively. Hence, Cube volume fraction and tex-
ture index are more sensitive measures of texture intensity than the FWHMs of rocking
curves.
FWHM values found in the literature for Cube textured Ni-5at.%W and comparable
alloys are in the range of 5-10◦ [159; 154; 16; 21; 160; 41]. Which is comparable to the
smallest values of ∆φ = 6.8◦ and ∆ω = 5.7◦ from Figure A.2. In some references also
the central {200} Cube pole is used for the FWHM determination although it is not very
suitable for φ-Scans. A correction factor to account for the spread of poles of different
lattice planes can be found in Reference [154].
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B. Estimation of Stacking Fault
Energy from the Rolling Texture
The stacking fault energy can be estimated from the transition of the Copper type to the
Alloy type rolling texture in fcc metals. For the original method Dillamore and Smallman
[161] used the intensity relation between two positions in a {111} pole figure ITD/I20◦
to factorize the texture transition. Where ITD and I20◦ are the intensities in TD and in
RD rotated by 20◦ around ND. An empirical correlation between the reduced stacking
fault energy γSF/Gb and ITD/I20◦ was found (Figure B.1). Here, another possibility to
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Figure B.1.: (a) Correlation between reduced stacking fault energy and ITD/I20◦ , repro-
duced from Reference [161]. The solid line is a 2nd order polynomial fit.
(b) {111} pole figure of cold rolled Ni-5at.%W with ǫ = 2.0. The positions
of ITD and I20◦ are marked.
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Material G [GPa] b[A˚] γSF [mJ/m
2]
ITD/I20◦ Volume Fractions Literature
Ni-5at.%W (ǫ = 2.0) 89.5 2.50 176 120 128[151]
Ni-5at.%W (ǫ = 3.9) 89.5 2.50 167 120 128[151]
Al 26 2.86 167 175 160-280[162]
Cu 48 2.55 58.3 75 78[142]
Table B.1.: Stacking fault energy for different fcc metals estimated from the cold rolling
texture and according values for pure metals from the literature.
estimate γSF is proposed and the ratio of Brass, Copper and S volume fractions after
Eq. (2.4) is applied instead of the pole figure intensity ratio to achieve more exact and
reliable results:
ITD/I20◦ ≡ 2 · VBrass
VCopper + VS
(B.1)
With both methods stacking fault energies were estimated for cold rolled Ni-5at.%W,
Cu and Al. The results are listed in Table B.1. The calculations with the texture volume
fractions are in better agreement with the literature values compared to the calculations
with the pole figure intensities. All together this measurement method offers a fast and
simple way to estimate and compare stacking fault energies of fcc metals.
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List of Acronyms
YBCO YBa2Cu3O7−x
RABiTSTM Rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates
IBAD Ion beam assisted deposition
CSD chemical solution deposition
AFM atomic force microscopy
LZO La2Zr2O7
AC alternating current
fcc face centered cubic
bcc body centered cubic
RD rolling direction
TD transverse direction
ND normal direction
ODF orientation density function
TI texture index
HAGB high angle grain boundary
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LAGB low angle grain boundary
JMAK Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov
XRD x-ray diffraction
EBSD electron backscatter diffraction
GIA grain interaction
RFDA resonance frequency damping analysis
AGG abnormal grain growth
SEM scanning electron microscope
TEM transmission electron microscope
IGM ingrain misorientation
OM optical microscopy
IPF inverse pole figure
CSL coincidence site lattice
FWHM full width at half maximum
GROD grain reference orientation deviation
GAM grain average misorientation
3IVM three internal variables model
GND geometrically necessary dislocation
StaRT statistical recrystallization texture
ReNuc recrystallization nuclei
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Nomenclature
ǫ˙ Strain rate
N˙ Nucleation rate
ǫ Strain
γ Grain boundary energy
γS Free surface energy
γSF Stacking fault energy
κ Curvature
ν Poisson’s ratio
φ1,Φ, φ2 Euler angles
σ Stress
σY Yield stress
τ Shear stress
θ Grain boundary angle
b Burgers vector
d Grain diameter
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E Young’s modulus
f(g) Orientation density function
G Shear modulus
g Orientation
HV Vickers hardness
JC Critical current density
k Boltzmann constant
l Chord length
M Magnetization
M Multiplicity of lattice plane
m Grain boundary mobility
p Pressure, driving force
q Avrami exponent
QA Apparent activation energy of recrystallization
QV Activation energy of grain boundary motion
QN˙ Activation energy of nucleation
TC Critical temperature
TC Curie temperature
TM Melting temperature
TR Recrystallization temperature
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tR Recrystallization time
V Volume
X Recrystallized fraction
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